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RECIPROCITY TREATY

WLM H TE

UNITED STATES.

[Cory.]
No. 58.

My Lon» DUTKE, QUEBEc, 28th March, 1862.

I have the honot : to enclose for your Grace's information a minute
of the Executive Council approved by me in reference to a Report from the
Miister of Finance, on the subject of the reciprocity treaty with the
United Svtes.

I have forwarded a copy of the Report of the Finance Minister to
Lord Lyons.

I have, &c.

(Signed,) MONCK.

His GRACE,
THE DtUKE OF NEWCASTLE.

&c., &c., &c.

Copy of a Report of a Commnittee of the Honorable the Executive
Council, approved by His Excellency the Governor General in
Council on the 26th March, 1862.

The Committee have given their attentive consideration to the
annexed Report from the Honorable the Minister of Finance, ou the subject
of the Report of the Committee on Commerce of the House of B<:pre-
sentatives on the reciprocity treaty and also the memorial fromn the
Chamber of Commerce of St. Paul, Minnesota-and they respectfully
submit their concurrence in the views and suggestions therein offered by
the Minister of Finance and advise that they be approved and adopted.

Certified, WM. I. LEE,
C. E. C.
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THE MINISTER OF FINANCE,

To whom was referred .the Report of the Com-
mittee on Commerce of the House of Repre-
sentatives on the Reciprocity Treaty, and
also, the Memorial of the Chamber of Com-.
merce of St. Paul, Minnesota, has the honour
to Report to His Excellency the Governor
General in Council.

The Committec base their Report on the concurrent Resolutions of
the Legislature of th\ State of New York, re.specting the Treaty, which
are given in their Report. But the Committee omit entirely to give the
text of the Treaty, which de undersigned now supplies in the Appendix.

The omission of the text can be readily accounted for, when it is
observed, that the Committee do not venture in the slightest degree to
impugn the action of Canada under the Treaty, but rest their whole
case upon alleged breaches of its intention and spirit, by fiscal legislation
on manufactures and other subjects, which are not even incidentally
alluded to in it.

It would be a sufficient reply to these complaints of the Legislature
of New York, and of the Committee on Commerce, for the undersigned to
point out that no accusation of an infraction of the Treaty is made, and
that the other points upon which they dwell may fairly enough be subject
for future discussion, in connection with the fiscal legislation of the United
States themselves, but ought not to be made the substance of complaint in
connection with that to which they bear no relation.

The undersigned has, however, no desire to avoid the discussion of
the points raised in the £eport referred to, and it is especially his duty to
correct many of the statements therein,

Before passing to the consideration of the Report, it is necessary to
dispose of the allegation in the preamble of the Resolution of the New
York Legislalure, that-



"Heavy duties are new imposed upon many of those articles which
the United States have to sell with the intention of excluding the United
States from the Canadian Markets, ae: zvowed by the Minister of Finance,"
" and similar legislation with the same official avowal has been adopted
by the imposition of discriminating tolls and duties in favor of an isolating
and exclusive policy against our merchants and forwarders, meaut and
intending to destroy the natural effects of the Treaty and contrary to its
spirit."

This statement, as applied to the undersigned or to the Government
of Canada, is wholly unjustifiable. The Legislation of 'Canada has ceen
unquestionably designed to promote the welfare, and te foster the commerce
of the country, and, if in attaining this object, trade has been diverted
from American to Canadian channels, it is only proof of the wisdom
of the means employed, not evidence of a design merely to injure
others. To allege. that the policy of this Government has been avowedly
to damage our neighbours is an injurious imputation which scarcely
was to be expected from the representatives of a nation whose com-
mercial policy is itself so exclusively national and restrictive. It will,
however, be hereafter shewn that the policy of Canada, both as regards
the imposition of duties, and also in the abolitioL of tolls, is in marked
contrast with that of the United States, and of the State of New York on
the side of liberality, and that if complaint can justly be made of the in-z
fraction of the spirit, and it may. be added, letter of the treaty, it rests with
Canada to be the complainant. The mutual advantages derived from the
operation of the Treaty are, however, so evident, that Canada bas never
sought to disiurb it, and the Committee on Commerce appear also to have
fully appreciated its benefits to the United States, and to desire not its
abrogation, but its extension, a desire which is fully reciprocated by Canada.
It is, therefore, a subject, of deep regret to the undersigned that the Com-
mittee on Commerce, having this object in view, should have framed their
report and recommendations in a spirit of accusation and complaint rather
than upon a correct appreciation of mutual advantages in the past, indu-
cing further progresain the same direction in the future. The argument
of the Committee woulcd appear to bC, that admitting both countries have
largely benefited, Canada has had the greater gain, and, therefore, the
United States have a claim for compensetion. It may, however, clearly
be shewn that according to th a epted lpriCS cf political economy,
the very results which are indicated by the trade returns, are a proof of
gain to the United States, equally at least with Canada.

The conclusions of the report, pointing to an extension of commercial
facilities between the United States and Canada, gives the undersigned
the most sincere desire to avoid undue criticism, but as no new negocia-
tions woul be likely to result favorably, if one party were suffering under
fancied wrong, he considers it more advisable to review the statements of
the Committee, and when necessity requires to point out errors in fact,
and fallacies in argument, with which their report is chargeable.

The Committe on Comme!e in no portion of their report allege an
infraction of the letter of the Treaty by Canada,-nor, does Canada make



any similar charge against the United States. The admission is nmost
important, as it enables both parties to judge of that which has been
effected by the treaty, and removes the discussion to other subjects which
affect the commercial relations of both countries, but do not impugn the
good faith of either.

The Committee, however, charge upon Canada breaches of the spirit
and intention of the treaty, by an increase of duties on manufactured arti-
cles; by a change in the mode of levying the said duties ; and by the aboli-
tion of tolls on the St. Lawrence Canals and river. Tbe undersigncd
proposes to shew, by a careful review of the report of the Committee, that
these allegations are wholly without foundation, as affording any ground
of complaint by the United States. It may perhaps b;e as well here, how-
ever to dispose at once of any question arising upon the right of Canada to
impose such duties as she may please on manufactured goods. The spirit
and intent ofany treaty can ouily refer either to the mode of dealing with
subjects in it, or necessarily affected through it. The treaty contains no refe-
rence to manufactured articles whatever, but is expressly limited to articles,

the growth and produce" of the respective countries (of which a Schedule
is attached.) It is therefore an assumption for which no ground exists, to
allege that either its spirit or intent could possibly be affected by thepolicy
of either country as regards any unenumerated article. The spirit of the
treaty was, however, infringed by the United States, by the imposition of
heavy consular fees on proof of origin, which thus became tantamount to a
duty, and which were therefore, after nearly two years of negociation,
finally removed by Act of Congrcss. In proof that the United States never
contemplated any latitude being given to the express words of the treaty,
it may be here stated that under the article of timber and lumber, they
have subjected to duty all planks and boards which were either in whole
or in part planed or tongued and grooved, giving the most restricted sense
to the words used "unmanufactured in whole or in part." In further
evidence of the views taken by that Government of the ' spirit and intent"
of the treaty, it may be stated that they subject to duty flour ground in
Crnada from American wheat, aithough Canadian flour is free. So also
is lumber made in Canada, out of American saw logs, subject to duty in the
United States, In these cases, especially in the two latter, it may well be
questioned whether their decision is in conformity with the spirit of the
treaty, or even its letter; it certainly does not harmonize with the allega-
tion that there was a tacit understanding that the treaty went beyond its
letter.

It is scarcely necessary to argue upon such a perfectly groundless
assertion, as that manufactured goods were affected by the treaty ; butadmitting it were so, this obligation must have been mutual, and if Ca-
nada were debarred from increasina her duties, the United States must
have been equally held bound. b Their necessities have produced an
enormous increase in their customs duties, against which Canada certainly
pretends no right to complain; why then do they complain of what has
been found needful here? Sone plausible reason might have been found,
had Canada imposed differential duties against American manufactures:



but this is not so, her duties are levied at equal rates upon the goods of
Great Britain as upon those of the United States.

The Committee on Commerce having divided their Report into severa)
heads, it may be convenient to follow their sub-division in such remarks as
appear called for.

'Under the title of "Natural Characteristics of Northern Nations, and
the necessary principle of our Policy," it is stated that "sure and safe
"guides in the application of political economy and to our own prosperity,
"are to be found in the simple principles of morality cnd justice, because
"they alone are true alike in minute and great affairs, at all times and in
"every place. They imply freedom for ourselves and those rules of frater-
"nity or equality, which enjoin us to regard our neighbours as ourselves.
"We can trust in no other policy."

It is gratifying to learn that the Committee on Commerce inculcate
such liberal views. Considering the wide field possessed by the United
States for the exercise of true political economy, it may well be hoped
their views may meet with acceptance with the American people, whose
policy has thus far been generally regarded as exclusive and strictly
national.

The policy of the United States of protection to home industry, ihrough
the apparent prosperity which is attributed to it--vhether erroneously or
not, need not now be considered-has made many converts in Canada, and
it certainly has been a subject of some surprise, that a country having
protection as its own commercial policy should feel ro much aggrieved at
the supposed application in part, however small, of ihs own doctrines. It
would certainly seem that the Committee on Commerce do not believe
in the American policy, or that they wish to deprive Canada of the appor-
tunity of becoming great and independent by preventing her adoption of it.
The undersigned desires expressly to deny that the policy of Canada, so
far as directed by him, lias been based upon other than free trade principles,
modified to suit the circumistances of the country ; but in discussiug this
question with the Committee on Commerce, it may be necessary occasion-
ally to argue from the protectionist point of view of the United States, espe-
cially as it will be his duty hereafter to point out, that their doctrine of
Free Trade with Canada, really means the adoption of a more exclusive
policy towards Great Britain and the rest of the vorld.

On pages 6 and 7 of the Report, the most liberal sentiments arre quoted
fro-m eminent statesmen of the United States, advocating "fair reciprocity
and equal competition " with the British Provinces. But the undersigned
regrets to be compelled to observe that these liberal sentiments have not
governed the policy of the United States. Canada admits the registration
of foreign vessels without charge-the United States do not. Canada lias
for years tried to have the Great Lakes made free to vessels of both coun-
tries for coasting purposes, but without success. Canada allows American
craft to pass thrroagh her whole system cf canals to the ocean, free oif
toll or chargc of any description ; but no Canadian boat is allowed



even on payment of toll, to enter an American canal. Even the express
stipulation in the IV. Article of the Reciprocity Treaty, that "the Govern-
" ment of the United States further engages to urge upon the State Govern-
"ments to secure to the subjects of Her Britannic Majesty, the use of the
"several State canals on the terms of equality with the inhabitants of the
"United States," lias thus far remained a dead letter ; and this Govern-
ment is not even informed that the prornised effort has been made.
Foreign goods are constantly bought in the American markets, and brought
into Canada, paying duty only on the original foreign invoice, but the
American Customs Laws prevent any similar purchases being made in
Canada. Taking the article of Tea, it has been always subjected to a duty
of twenty per cent. when imported from Canada, though free if imported
at the sea-board.* Goods made in Canada have been invariably charged
the high tariff duties of the United States, while similar articles have, until
very recently, been adniitted from thence into Canada at low duties, and
under the existing Canadian Tariff are very greatly lower than the rates
charged even before the imposition of the Morill tariff.

The undersigned cannot permit the sentiments express::d in the
Report under consideration to pass as indicating the uniform action of
the United States Government towards this country, as the fact stands
beyond dispute, that the course of that Government bas been very far
fromn liberal or reciprocal, with the exceptions of the permission to pass
Goods through the States under bond, which was enacted, not out of de-
ference to Canada, but to secure an important carrying trade to American
canals, railroads, and forwarders ; a.i in respect to the Reciproeity Treaty
for which the United States received a full equivalent, not merely in the
trade of Canada, but in the concessions made in regard to the Fisheries.

That the fact is as stated, may be judged by the admission of the
Committee on Commirce, under the head p. 8, "complete Reciprocity
recommended, &c.::"

"It will be impossible to say how far these opinions prevail in
"Canada, until some mare efficient indication on our part has been given
"of a desire to reciprocate this policy fuly and cordially, and to liberate the
"peuple on both sidesfrom the p'-esent oppressive.restrictions."

The Comnittee lay some stress upon the fact that the United States,
prior to the Treaty, levied $1,300,000 on articles of Canadian "growth
and produce," while Canada levied only $200,000 on similar articles from
the States, They seem to be aware that tic natural inference would be,
that their own people had, through free trade, saved $1,300,000 annually,
and should be pleased ; and they, therefore, make the following remarks,
under the head of-

".Value of Canadian Productions, incrcased twenty per cent. by the
" Treaty."

" Here the special operation of the laws of political economy is worthy
"of note. Superficially, it is said that the markets of Europe regulate

* By the Act of August, 1861, the discriminating duty appears to be reduced to ten per cent.



"for agricultural productions, the markets of the continent, and that the
" duty remitted on Canadian products was a saving to the pockets of our
" people ; but the products of Canada and our relative position and require-
Srnents are such, ihat the United Statcs possess, to some extent, a monopoly

"of the Canadian market, as purchasers of the products of the field. For
« cattle, sheep, swine, the c grains, and certain kinds of lumber, we
"constitute for Canada the only market worthy of raming ; and the wheat
" of Cana da, from its peculiar adoptation to our uses, was largely sold tou ,

before the Treaty. Of the large amount of wheat reccived at Toronto, the
"Metropolis of Upper Canada, in 1859, the last year of which we possess

any authentic stat'sties on the subject, which have been published, only
"two per cent. were sent via the St. Lawrence, the rest having been
"received at Oswego and other American ports ; * and that the duties (of
" 20 per cent.) were, in effeci, paid by the Canadians prior to the treaty,

is incontrovertibly established by the Report of the Select Comrnittee on
" Commerce, appointed by the Legislative Asscibly of Canada, in 1858,
" testifying that the effect of the repeal of discriminating duties on
"grain imported into Great Britain. was ' to depreciate the value of all
" articles grown or produced in Canada, 20 per cent. under the value of
"like articles grown or produced in the United States, and ibis difference
"in vaiue continued up to the year 1854, (the year of the treaty,) a period
" of nearly nine years.'I"

The Committee must certainly have felt their argument to be essen-
tially faulty, when they feel it necessary to claim for America a special
and exclusive application of the laws of political economy, cantrary to
those which govern the rest of the world. And the undersigned considers
it quite needless, in addressing Your Excellency, to enter upon any
argument upon a subject upon which all writers are now agreed. It is,
however, true, that for certain articles, such as cattie, horses, and coarse
grains, the New England States formi the rnarket ; and the demand there
regulates the price. And it is abundantly evident, that if, by artificial
burdens, the supply from Canada is excluded, the price must rise, either
tili it reaches a rate that will permit importation, or tiil the higher price
attracts, at greater cost, an inereased supply from more remote regions of
the Union. The consumers being the intelligent mnanufacturers and com-
mercial men of New England, are to well skilled in political economy,
not to know that this rise of price, thus artificially created, does not affect
only the quantity supplied from Canada, but attaches itself to the vhole
consumption. The law of political economy, which fixes tlie value or price
Cf the home produced arice, at that at which the deficiency in it can be
supplied from elsewhere, applies quite as strongly to New England as to
Great Britain ; and though the United States might undoubtedly affect the
value of those articles of Canadian produce, lor which it may be said
New England affords the market, yet the burihen vould in reality fail
upon Americans, to an extent vastly beyond the injury inflicted upon
Canadians.

It may, however, not be amiss to point out how small a proportion cf
the exports from Canada to the United Stater are governed by this market;
wheat, flour, corn, peas and lumber would not be sensibly affected by any
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duty imposed by the United States. The disturbance of trade would,
doubtless, for a time affect their price in Canada, but this would not be
permanent. In the article of lunber objection may be taken to this ate-
ment ; but it is admiîtted now that the United States do not produce any
thing approaching their consumption and must import fron Cqxnada, the
duty would, therefore, necessarily be paid by the·consumer; the toilowing
Table illustrates the state of traîe in Free Goods for tihe last threc years :

STATEMENT shewing the Total Value of the undermentioned Articles
exported to all Countries and to the United States, during the years
1859, 1860 & 1861.

1859. 1860. 1861.

Total United Total United Total United
Amount. States. A'nount. States. Armount States.

Wbeat, Floir and Corn .. .4.342.291 3.584.031 9.564.484 6.483.994î 14.560.11l1 6.566.582
Other Aruiiiralpr22.997.507 2.694.320 4.694.741 3.529.805l 3.684.5201 2.137.554
Timber and Lumbr ...... 8.556:691 3.301.819 10.051.147 3.846.6111 8.693.6381 2.065.870

2.014.833 2.014.203 2.048.005 2.047.7451 1.397.0341 1.396.994
AI! othc' Articl ...... 5.191.056 2.327.941 6.003.083 2.519.813 6.381.945: 2.219.427

Totals. . ..... 23.102.378 13.922.314 32.361.460 18.427.968j 34.717.248' 14.386.427

Theý Committec atîach weciglt to a staterient, that of wheat, received
at Toronto in 1859, only 2 per cent. vent via the St. Lawrence. The under-
signed doubts the accuracy of this statement, especially as large quantities
went eastward by the Grand Trunk Raiiway ; but whether correct or not
as regards a single port, the real state of the case can only be ascertained
by a comaparison of the whole exports by the St. Lawrence and by Ame-
rican channels, which as shewn above, gives the larger quantity 'o the
St Lawrence.

The undersigned flnds the following observations under te head of
" Canadian Minister of Finance officially avows a policy adverse to Reci-
procity with the United States."o p d

" it was indeed expected, whei tle treaty was made, that Canada
" would continue to impose moderate duties upon American manufactures;
" but if at that time she had announced a determination to enact laws espe-

cially discriminating against ail forms of our industry, except those which
" are norninated in the bond, the benefits we have conferrel upon her would
"never have been granted, nor can she expect their continuance beyond the
" time required by the treaty.-Yet this tendency and intention te isolate
" herself and exclude us, exCept so far as we may be purchasers of her

produets, wa. not only commonly prociaitmed by a large party in the
Province, but was officially avow-ed by the Canadian Ministerof Finance,
and various alterations have been made in Ile method of /evying duties,

-on merchandise of foreign origin, for the avowed purpose of cheekingthe
"trade of New York and Boston."
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It is a matter of surprise and regret, that the Comnittee should have
permitted themselves to make such a charge as is contained above. No
policy has been avowed or acted upon, "especially diseriminating against
all forrns of our industry," nor has the Minister of Finance ever held or
expressed a sentiment adverse to reciprocity with the United States. The
Custons Laws of Canada apply equally and withoit discrimination to
goods imported frorm Great Britain, the United States, and every foreign
country. It can scarcely be seriously meant as a cause of complaint that
American goods are not admittel on more favourable terms than those of
Great Britain, which forms the g:ca market for our produce, vith whom
we are connected by lies of allegiance and affection, and by whom Canada
is protected from all foreign fies. The utmost that the United States can
ask, would seem to be admission on equal terrns with our own fellow sub-
jects, and this they have. But probably the real essenel of the complaint
is to be found in the hope expressed by the Minister of L'inanee, that duties
required for revenue, might incidentally encourage the rroduc tion of certain
articles in Canada now imported. These words refered to above were-

" The fiscal policy of Canada has invariably been governed by conside-
ration of the amount of Revenue ïcequired. It is no (bcit true that a large
and influential party exists, who advocate a Pr(,ective policy, but this
policy lias not been adopted by either the Govemment or Legislature,

lthough the necessity of increased taxation for the purposes of Revenue
has to a certain extent compeiled action in partial unison with their views,
and lias caused more attention to be given to the proper adjustment of the
duties, so as neither unduly to stimulate nor depress the few branches of
manufacture which exist in Canada. The policy of the present Govern-
ment in readjusting the Tariff lias been, in the first place to obtain suffi-
cient Revenue for the pr.blic wants ; and secndly, to do so, in such a
manner a. would most fairly distribute the additional burthens upon the
different classes of the co. -munity; and it will undoubtediy be a srbject of
gratification to the Government if they find that the duties, absolutely
required to meet their engagements, should incidentally benefit and encou-
rage the production in tha country of many of those articles w hieb we now
import. The Government have no expectation that the moderate dutieS
imposed by Canada can produce any considerable development of manu-
facturing indutry; the utmost that is likelv to arise, is the establishment
of works requiring comparatively unskilled labor, or of those competing
with American makers, for the production of goods which can be cqually
well made in Canada, and which a duty of 20 per cent will no doubt
stimulate. That these results should flow from the necessitv of increased
taxation, is no subject of regret to the Canadian Government, nor can it be
alleged as any departure on their part froi the recognized sound principles
of trade, as it wilil shortly be shewn that the Government were com2elled
to obtaip increased Revenue, and it is believed that no other course could
be relied on for this result than that adopted."

These words are those complained of as indicating a policyI "espe-
cially discriminating against all forns of our industry," and the undersigned
cannot avoid expressing his surprise ihat the Committce should take
urnbrage at the expression of a hope ihat duties absolutely necessary for
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revenue, might give encouragement to some branches of industry, when
the whole commercial policy of the United States bas Leen in this direction,
and duties imposed for the express purpose of protection. The Committee,
in speaking of a policy "adverse to Reciprocity," cannot surely have
studied their own Tariff for the last thirty years, in which they will never
find one instance up to this moment, when the manufactures of Canada,
coarse and rude as they miglit be, have been admitted into the United
States on any thing like as favourable terms as their goods have invariably
been admitted io Canada; when the United States are prepared to place
their Tariff on Canadian goods as low as our Tariff is on theirs, it will be
in a more logical position to make complaint of want of reciprocity. Canada
bas always been, except on the articles under the present Reciprocity Treaty,
absolutely debarred by high duties from the American market, and the
policy of isolation with which the Committee charge her, is that of the
United States.

The Committee further go on in a subsequent part cf their Report
to say:

' OFFICIAL AVOWAL OF DISCRIMINATING DUTIES AGAINST THE MERCHANTS
.ccAND CARRIERS OF THE UNITED STATES.

"lMr. Galt thus expiains 3the change in the method of levying duties
" so as to divert trade from the ports of the United States:

" ' By exîending the ad valorern principle to all importations, and
" ' thereby encouraging and developing the direct trade -between Cana-
"'da and a3i foreign countries by sea, and so far benefiting the shipping
'<' interests of Great Britaint-an object whieh is partly attained through
" 'the duties being taken upon ihe value in the market where last bought-

'the levying of specificl duties for several years had completely diverted
the trade of Canada in teas, sugars, &c., to the American markets, (our

" ' AIlantic cities,) and had destroyed a very valuable trade which form-
'erly existed from the St. Lawrence bo the lower provinces and West

Indies. It was believed ihat the competition of our canals and railroad
system3s, via Portland, together with the improvements in the naviga-

" lion of the Lower St. Lawrence, justified the belief that the supply of
" ' Canadian wants might be once more made'by sea, and the benefits of

this commerce obtained for our own merchants and forwarders. Under
this conviction, it was determined by the governmient to apply the prin-
ciple of ad valorern duties.I"

IlSPECIAL EXEMPTIONS IN FAVOR OF THE GRAND TRUNK RAILROAD.

"In pursuance of this discriminating system, it was also provided
"(sec Consolidated Statutes of Canada, chap. 17, sec. 24) that the Gov-
"ernor of Canada, by a departmental order, might discriminate in favor of
" partieular routes through the United States-a singular violation of the
" comity or hospitality of the United States in extending unusual facilities
" not required by any treaty for the transfer of goods on the Grand Trunk
" Railroad, via Portland, inbo Canada."
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It certainly required some boldness on the part of the Committee to-
make the forecgoing statements matters of complaint; buti it may be well
to dispose of the latter extract first, by the simple statement' that had the
Committee been ingenuous enough to have given the date of the Statute,
Consolidated Statutes, chapter 17th, section 24, stated therein, it would have
appeared as passed in 1853, more than a year before ithe Reciprocity
Treaty, and consequently had nothing to do with recent action; rmoreover
so far from being restricted to the Grand Trunk Railway from Portland,
the departmental orders upon it apply equally and without discrimination
to every canal, railway, or other route between the two countries.

In regard to the former extract, complaining of the method of leveying
duties, it is almost sufficiently explanatory, fhe fact being that at the time
of passing the Reciprocity Treaty and before it-the duties on teasugar
and molasses had been either wholly ad valorem or mixed; subsequently
the predecessor of the undersigned adopted the specific system, whieh
was lately again changed, with the view, as stated, of encouraging direct
importation, and British and colonial shipping and merchants, an object
for which it is not considered necessary to offer either defence or apology
to the United States. It is, however, wholly untrue to represent this
change as discriminating against the United States forwarders, canal or
railway interests, as the law permits a cargo of sugar or part thereof, &c.,
to be imported via New York or Boston, on precisely tle same terms as vid
Montreal, and thereby places both routes on a footing of fair competition.

The complaint of the Committee is, however, the more disingenuous
as they conceal the fact, that the ad valorem system of Canada is in this
respect precisely their own, as regards gods generally, while in the case
of the United States, no tea or sugar could be irnported unless it came
direct by an American vessel, except on payment of 20 per cent duty ;
thus conclusively establishing a discriminating duty of great weight
against Canadian trade.* Americans have always been able to sell teas to
Canada ait the same rate of duty whether sent by Quebec or by Toronto,
but Canadians could not sell teas to the United States, without payment of
20 per cent more dutýi, than if imported at New York. It is difficult to
comprehend the precise vic-s held by the Committee on the subject of
Reciprocity, when they make that a matter of complaint against Canada,
which lias been, to a mucli greater degrec, their own uniform systeni.

But so far from pursuing a policy of isolation, Canada has certainly,
during the tenure of office by the undersigned, followed one of lie utmost
commercial liberality. With the single exception of an increase of duty
on certain goods from 15 to 20 per cent, rendered absolutely neecessary by
the absence of all other available sources of revenue ; no act of Canada
can be cited, which is not in the direction of developing conmerce.

* By the U. S. Customs Act of Auzust, 186!, the previous discrimination bas been altered. It is
therein provided, "That ail articles, gxods, wares and mterehandise, imported fronm beyond the Cape of
Good Hope in foreign vesseis, not entiled by reciprocal treaties to be exempt from dirimnatinisg l.duties,
tonnage and other charges; anid ail ohir articles, goods, wares and merchandîse, not imported direct
from the place ofiheir growtih or prolucton. or in threign ves:els, entitled by reciprocal treaties to be
eXempt trom discrimnating duties, taoninag 1d other charges, shal be subject to pay,n m addition to the
duties imposed by this Act, 10 per centunt d a/ret ; provided, that his ruile shall not apply to goods,
wares and merchandise importd ifron bc ond the Cape ofGood Hope in American vessels."
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It maiy be sufficient to instance the perfect frecdom of the St. Lawrence
from thec great lakes to the ocean-the absence of light dues-the repeal of
tonnage du'es on -Lake St. Peter-the abolition of tolls on all vessels,
wlhether American or Canadian-the opening of extensive districts, cast
and west, free fror all customs dues whatever-the encouragement of
trade with France and the Mediterranean by a marked reduction of pre-
viously very hiigl duties on wine, dried fruits, &c. The policy of the
undersigned lias been not by legislation to endeavour to force trade as
has been done in the United States, but to in-ite it by the removal of all
artificial barriers, and to- seek in the increasing business attracted to
Canada a compensation for the sacrifices made. H1e has believed that
the various petty burdens placed at different points of the St. Lawrence
in the shape of dues, toils, &c., amounted to a serious barrier to trade, and
he lhas souglit by their rernoval to make the St. Lawrence, the favorite, as
it is the natural outlet for the vast regions around the great lakes. That
this policy lias been thus far attended by a certain measure of success is
shewn by the following table, shewing the tonnage and business of the
St. Lawrence for the three years 1857, 8 and 9, prior to the abolition of
the tolls, and for 1860-1.

STATEMENT of the Value of Exports and Imporis vid the St. Lawrence,
withl tie tonnage of Vessels, Inwards and Outwards, during the
years 1857 to 1861, inclusive.

Value of Value f Tonnage of Vessels.

Exports. Imports.
Inwards. Outwards.

1857.. ... ,....13,756,787 14,561,884 748,425 731,367
1858............9,727,413 10,795,077 613,813 632,046
1859 . 8,821,662 11,549,068 641,662 640,571
1860....... .... 14,037,403 13,548,665 831,434 821,791
1861 .......... 22,524,735 17,249,055 1,087,128 1,059,667

N. B.-Of the Exports of 1861, no less theln $3,505,51ii were the value of Goods Exported from the
Western States vzIa the St. Lawrence.

The undersigned bas no fear that iis policy is misunderstood in the
great We.irn States of the Union; on the contrary, the Boards of Com-
merce, west of Buffalo, universally approve it, and rejoice in the facilities
which Canada has opened to their trade. Itsk robable success las,
however, excited hlie apprehensions of the Great Çanal and Forwarding
interests of New York, and they now seek to represent that policy as
inimîcal to the United States, which has really made the St Lawrence as
free to-their eraft as to those of Canada. It is a singular charge tomakeof
discrimination on our part against them, that we du not permit one
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section of our public works to be used for purposes exclusively beneficial
to them, when they absolutely and contrary to the engagements of the
treaty, debar any Canadian vessel from entering their waters, if we
except Lake Michigan specially mentioned in the Treaty. Surely Ca-
nada does enough for them, when she places them on precisely the
sane footing as she does ber own vessels, and it is a novel doctrine that
because the vhole St. Lawrence is made free, therefore, an injury is done
to the New York route. The remedy is simple, and in their own hands;
let them do as Canada has done, repeal the tolls on their canals, and
admit Canadian vessels to ply on them, and then the desired state of
" fair competitionI" will have arisen. But the Committee must have
formed but a low estimate of the intelligence of their own people in the
West, when they make it a subject of complaint against Canada ihat she
has opened the St. Lawrence freely to their trade. The undersigned
apprehends that the inhabitants of those great States will be much more
likely to demand from their own Government, an equitable application of
their own eustoms laws, so as to permit them to import direct vid the St.
Lawrence, and to buy in the Canadian market, rather than to join with
the Committee in requiring a returm to a system by which the entire West
bas hitherto bee'n held in vassalage to the State of New York.

The Committee on Commerce have made several extracts from the
expressed opinions of the undersigned, where they could, taken sir'gly,
serve their purpose ; but be wholly denies that any fair interpretation of
bis sentiments would justify the use that bas been made of them. The
subject of the Canadian Tariff appears, however, to be either so little
understood, or so studiously misrepresented, botb in the United States and
in England, that the undersigned proposes to offer a few remarks
upon the causes for the repeated increase in Customs duties in
Canada, and their operation, as lie particularly desires to remove the
rmisapprehension existing in E ngland, where it is taken as a matter of
course, that every increase in Customs duties must place the British manu-
facturer at increased disadvantage, as compared with a supposed local
producer. The terni "supposed local producer," is intentionailly employed
because the fact is, that there arc no manufactures in Canada, beyond
these minor oncs, which every cormmunity must have; and, eonsequently,
the duty on cotions, silks, hardware, earthenware, &c., which are all
imported, is necessarily paid by the Canadian consumer, and lias no other
effect on the Foreign 'Trade, than to diminish the ability to buy to the
extent cf the duty-a result tlat wouid equally follow if tb same amount
were obtained by direct taxation or any other mode, frorm the same
individuals. The amount a ailable for Foreigan Trade, is only the balance
of realized labour, after deduction of the amount requixed by the state ;
and no diminution of the national funîd for foreign purchases can be
effected by Customs duties in contradistinction to other duties, uniess
they give an artificial value to goods made at home, which could be
purchased cheaper abroad. Canada does not manufacture the articles she
imports, to any appreciable extent; and, therefore, ber rates of Customs
duties do not sensibly affect ber imports, as is shewn by the annexed
table of Imports of certain dutiable articles under the Tariff of 1859, and
for the previous three years
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The point to which the undersigned particularly desires to draw the
attention of political economists in Great Britain, is, that an increase of
Customs duties does not necessarily injuriously affect Foreign Trade, pro-
vided it be restrained within certain limits. And the deduction lie
proposes to draw from this theorem, is, that such limits have not been
exceeded by Canada.

The undersigned commences with two propositions which wili not
be denied, first, that the consumer, under all circumstances, pays the entire
cost of the article he uses, and secondly, that his ability to buy depends
upon the cet results to him of his labour after 'ts product lias gone into
consumption in acy form. Assuming these points as necessarily conceded,
it is evident that in a new unsettled country, such as Canada was, and to a
certain extent, still is, without roads, without canais, without railroads, with
an uncertain, long and perilous communication with Great Britain ; the
costs of British goods at tle early settlement of the country was enhanced
by the doubtful credit of its merchants, high ocean freiglt, higli insurance,
heavy charges for liglhterage, and finally after the goods reached ,Canada,
by the enormous charges consequent on a trade conducted in the most
primitive way, by the most primitive conveyances, and subjeet to the profits
demanded by the numerous parties through bwhose hands it passed before
it reached the ultimate consumer. Equally were the still more bulky
articles produced and forwarded in payment for goods, subjected to similar
deduction. Consequently net very many years ago, the settler in Upper
Canada, and in many parts of Lower Canada, paid the maximum for his
goods and obtained the minimum for his produce.

It has been remarked that legitimate protection, which home manu-
facturers may enjoy, is that afforded by the cost of bringing foreign goods
into competition. It must therefore be admitted that under the circum-
stances in which Canada was then placed, this legitinate protection was
necessarily very large, and that B itish goods were at a very great disad-
vantage. In very many cases it 'uay, vitli perfect truth, be stated that the
cost of the goods inported was enhanced to the consumer one hundred
per cent., and equally that he only obtained one lialf the uhimate price, or
mucb less, of his produce in Enrigland. At the tirne to which reference is
made, the duty on British goods, generally, was two and half per cent.,
but the price to the consumer was raised enormously by the causes referred
to, and his means of purchase in an equally important degree diminished.
Now, under these circumstances, it cannot admit of a doubt, that if by an
increase of five per cent, on the duty, a reduction of ten per cent. on the
other charges were produced, the benefit would accrue equally to the
British manufacturer and to the consumer, and the indirect but legitimate
protection to the home manufacturer wou&d be diminished ; the consumer
would pay five per cent. more to the Government but ten per cent.
less to the merchant and forwarder. In this illustration lies the whole
explanation of the Canadian Customs. The Government has increased
the duties for the purpose of enabling them to meet the interest on
the public works necessary to reduce all the various chargas upon the
imports and exports of. the country. Light bouses have been built, and
steamships subsidized to reduce the charges for freight and insurance, the

2
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St. Lawrence bas been deepened, and the canals constructed, to reduce the
cost of inland navigation to a minimum. Railways have been .aisted to
give speed, safety and permanency to trade interrupted by the severity of
winter. Ali these improvernents have been undertaken with the two fold
object of diminishing the cost to the consumer of what he imports and of
increasing the net result of the labour of the country when finally realized
in Great Britain. These great improvements could not be effected without
large outlays : and the burthen necessarily had to be put either thiouglh
Direct Taxation; or by Customs Duties on the goods imported; or upon the
trade by excessive tolls corresponding with the rates previously charged.
Direct Taxation was the medium employed through the local Munici-
palities, for the construction of all minor local works, roads, court houses
and gaols, education, and the vast variety of objects required in a newly
settled country; and this source of taxation has thus been used to the
full extent which is believed practicable without producing serious
discontent. No one can, for a moment, argue that in an enlightened
age, any Government could adopt such a clumsy mode of raising money,
as to maintain excessive rates of tolls, nor would it have attained the
object, 'as American channels of trade were created simultaneously,
that would then have defied competition. The only effect, therefore,
of attempting such course would bave been to give the 'United States the
.complete control of our markets, and virtually to exclude British goods. The
only other course was therefore adopted, and the producer has been reqnired
to pay, through increased custom duties, for the vastly greaier deductions
he secured through the improvements referred to. What then has been the
result to the British manufacturer? His goods are, it is true, in many cases
subjected to 20 per cent. instead of 2 per cent. but the cost to the consumer
has been diminished in a very much greater degree, and the aggregate of
cost, original price, duty, freight, and charges, are now very much less
than when the duty was 2 lper cent. and consequently the legitinate
protect& 1o the bone manufacturer is to this extent dirninished. Nor is
this all, ie interest .cf the British manufacturer is not merely that he shall
be able to lay clown his goods at the least cost to the -consumer, but
equally is ie interested in the abiiity of the consumer to buy. Now Ibis
latter point is attained pecisely through the same means which have
chcapened the goods. The produce of Canada is now increased in value,
exactly in proportion to the saving o the cost of delivering it inl the market
of consumption.

If the nagreate of cost to te consumer remained the same, now, as
it was, before the era of Canais and Railroads in Canada, what possible
difference would it make to the British manufacturers whether the excess
over the cosi in Great Britain, were paid to the Government, or to mer-
chants and forwarders ? It would certainly not in any way affect the ques-
tion of the protection to home manufacturers. But when it can be clearly
shewn that by the action of the. Government, in raising funds through
increased Customs duties, the cost lo the consumer is now very much less,
upon what ground can ihe British manufacturer complain that these duties
have been restrictive on his trade ?
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The undersigned might truly point to the rapid increase in the popula.
tion and wealth of Canada, arising from its policy of improvement, whereby
its ability of consomption has been so largely increased. He might also
shew that these improvements have in a great degree also tended to the
rapid advance of the Western States, and to their increased ability to pur-
chase British goods. He might point to the fact that the grain supplied
from the Western States and Canada, keeps down prices in Great Britain,
and therefore enables the British manufacturer to produce still cheaper.
But he prefers resting his case, as to the propriety of imposing increased
Custorns duties, solely on the one point, that through that increase, the cost
of British manufactured goods including duty, has been reduced to the
Canadian consumer, and that consequently the increase has, in its results,
viewing the wholé irade, tended to au augmentation of the market for
British goods.

The foregoing i mmediate remarks apply rather to Cariadian trade
with Great Britain, than with the United States; but in proof that the
alterations from time to time of the tariff have not operated oppressively
on Anerican exports, there is now subjoined the following statements,
with the remark that the last tariff, against which complaint is made, came
into force in the summer of 1859:

STATnIET of the value of Imports into Canada from the United States,
for 12 years from 1850 to 1861 inclusive, distinguishing the Values
upon which Customs Duties were paid, fron the value of Free Goods,
also the amount of Duly collected in each year, and the average per
centage of Duty on dutiable Goods, and on the value of the whole
Importations.

Average Per centage.

Totalvae le Amont of Vaue
Y E A R . of '0 u of On total

filiports. 1poid Gov.LK3 Duty paid. rree Good-s. O011G;xxl,3 value of
payinz Dut,'. Gooda it.

ported.

50........... 6,594.8601 5.803.732 1.0611.814 î8 3
1851 ............ 8.36~.7(.5J6.9s1.735l..n4 762 l.3MM30
185 - . .. . .. ... .. . 8.477.6P3 7.613. 1.433.19 S64.690 1.SS 16.90
1853.... . 11.7b2. 147 10.656.5S2 1.805812 1.125.565 16.94 15.32
i854 . ....... ..... .1.533.398 13.419.341 2.209.173f2. 3.-57 16.42" 14.22
155........... ... 20..8.676 11.149.47 1.7S6.032 9.3-9.204 15.60 9.571856. ............. 22 .70.509 91).S. 9 35 16.13 Q-.

187............ 20.224.51 .6 130t .605.164 10258.21 16.10 .94
18 . . . . . .. . .. . . 15.635.565 8 4t3.607 1.611.7!1 7.161.95 1
1 . . . . . . . . . . . 17.592.9 6 9:032.'f1 1.825.135 S.M,0.055 20.20 10.37
18i0. . . . . .. . .. . . 17.273.029t8.526.230 1.759.928 8.746.799 20.64 10.19

1831..........1.893 8 .338.620 1.584.b92 1.3.68 1.0 7.52

The abova statement sleAso-Firstly, that the average amount of duty
lcvîed on dutiable imports fromn the United States, is the same as the
average o? the oast twec Dyeors, and that the variations have been very
slight; Spcondly, that including free goods, the rate per cent was lower

2*
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than any previous year, and mueh less than half what it was a few years:
ago; Thirdly, that so far from American trade, in dutiable and free goods,
having fallen off within the last three years, it has steadily increcased, even
under the disturbed state of affairs during 1861.

The Committee on Commerce, under the head ofI" Natural results of
the Treaty and its abrogation," assume that the treaty was made with each
province separately, saying that " each made its own bargain and received
its separate equivalents." It is quite unnecessary to discuss the propriety
of this statement, as, if true, it only serves to shew the unreasonable pre-
tensions now set up by the Committee. But it may hcbwell, in the interests
involved, to point out the grave error into which they have fallen, in con-
sidering the treaty as only affecting the internal trade between the two
countries. Canada is a maritime province of no small importance ; she
possenses a larger extent of sea coast than either New Brunswick or Nova
Scotia, and 15,000 men and boys are employed on her own coasts.
The fisheries of the whole nqrth coast of the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
of all Anticosti, of the whole shores of Gaspé and Bonavenîure, including
one half of the Bay of Chaleurs, and the most valuable fishery of the whole
Gulf, that of the Magdalen Islands, belong to Canada. Of the fishing
rights conveyed under the treaty, the United States therefore enjoy from
Canada fully one half, and if concessionîs were made in favor of the cereals
of Western Canada, it should not be forgotten that Eastern Canada fur-
nished her full share of the equivalents.

In connection with the question of the fisheries, it may not be amiss
to point out the strange misapprehension which the Conmittee have formed
of the effect of the free port of Gaspé, which manifestly must yield at least
equal benefit to the vast number of American fishermen frequenting these
waters as to Canadians, as one and all can now obtain from this district
every needful supply free of all duty. As regards the free port on Lakes
Huron and Superior, the object is simply to encourage the rapid settlement
of a remote and comparatively inaccessible region, and ii is believed, that
the citizens cf the United States in the same districts, vould rejoice if their
government exercised a similar paternal fostering policy towards them in
their early struggles. In both cases the duration of the free ports is limited
to a short terrm of years.

The Committee, in more than one portion of their report, :ke occasion
to question the propriety of measures, purely internal in their nature. The
undersigned cannot but regard this course as most unusual, and one to be
avoided, the present position of the United. States, suggesting rejoinders,
which miaht at least be equally germain to the subject of the Reciprocity
Treaty.amo

It is scarcely needful to offer any observation upon the Report of the
Committee upon the "Relations of Great Britain and the Northern
American Colonies," and "Differences between the British and Colonial
Governments." Recent events have shewn that the existing" Relations "
are highly prized on both sides, and the " Differences " referred to, have
not extended beyond a discussion on the powers of Colonial Parliaments,
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resulting in a manner attaching Canada still more warmly to her existing
institutions. The excuse offered in effect by the Committee for remarks
certainly foreign to their subject, is, that the " Differences " occurred upon
a remonstrance by the Imperial Government against the Canadian Tariff,
upon what may be called American grounds, they use the words p. 31-

"; The Financial Minister of Canada carried into practical effect a
"policy avowedly restrictive, and adverse o the interests of the United
"States. To these efforts the Governrnent of Great Britain, through the
"Duke of Newcastle, Secretary for the Colonies, objected in terms of
"force unusual in diplomatie correspondence. The replyi of the Canadien
"Government was a declaration of complete self-control, or independence
"in its financial affairs, and as regards its commerial relations with the
" United States." &c.

If the committee can be supposed to have read the correspondence to
which they here makce reference, it would be difficult too strongly to
denounce the disingenuousness of the whole statement. But the m; der-
signed is unwilling to attribute the entire misrepresentation of it to any
other cause than ignorance, which he deeply regrets should have arisn,
inasmuch as the whole of the papers were printed by order of the Canadian
Parliarnent in 1860,* and were also very fully commented upon by the
press at that time. The discussion with the Imperial Government was not
because the tariff was supposed to be " adverse to the interests of the
United States," but because the Chamber of Commerce of Sheflield com-
plained that it was practically discriminative infavor of the manufacturers
of the United States, as well as otherwise, in their opinion, objectionable.
Their Memorial says anong other tlings-

"We would remind Your Grace, in the second place, that while there
"is a protection in favor of Canadian Manufactures against Sheffield, of
"from 35 to 45 per cent., consisting of land carriage, freight, insurance,
"commission, shipping expenses, duty, &c., that owing to the close
"contiguity of, and cheap transit from, the competing seats of American
"industry, similar goods can be sent across the Canadian frontier by
"United States manufacturers at a cost of from 22 to 25 per cent.

" It is therefore plain that the American manufacturer has actually an
"advantage over the Sheffield manufacturer of from 12. to 15 per cent.
"As this is a natural protection, however, and consequently one which
"remair's about the same, be the Canadian duty what it may, we only
"name it to shew Your Grace how great the obstacles are, naturally,
" against which Sheffield has to struggle; and for the purpose of remark-
"ing, as another objection to any increase of duty, that it is actually he
" interest of American Manufacturers that the Canadian duties should be
"raised, since any hindrance or confusion caused to Sheffield manufac-
"turers can only tend to divert the demand towards markets easier of
"access, and with which intercourse is more quickly exchanged than
"with Sheffield. It is important too, to remember, that the American

*Sessional Papers, No. 38, 1860.
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"manufacturer bas more than 1,000 miles of unguarded frontier over
"which he can smuggle with impaunity."

The undersigned, in his reply to the Duke of Newcastle, had occasion
to explain that so far from the Sheffield merchants being in a position to
complain of advantages indirectly given to Arnerican competitors, they
were not affected injuriously, and that in reality, if manufactures grew up
under the tariff, they woulC compete rather with American than with Shef-
field makers. The undersig-.ed trusts the Committee wil, by reference to
the papers, satisfy theselves that the Duke of Newcastle never had the
slightest difference with Canada on the subject of the duties imposed upon
American goods, but rested his objections purely on British grounds. And
the Comnittee will also find, in the saine published correspondence, that
the Imperial authorities, however much they disliked the increase of duties,
admitted as regards the comnplaint of Sheffield that "there does not appear to

be much ground for apprehending serious injury to the trade of Sheffield
e with Canada, from the recent increase of duty in that colony." And on
the general question of the tariff, " My Lord thinks that the explanations
"given in Mr. Galt's report of the principles upon which it was framed,
" are on the whole setisfactory." Considering that these were the final
conclusions of the Imperial Government, in a correspondence which com-
nenced with a strong disapproval of the tariff, the Committec may, it is

hoped, equally reconsider their expressed opinions. But in ar.y event the
undersigned must protest against their introducing the Inperir.1 authorities
as sharers of their view, that the tariff was especially " adverse to the
"interests of the United States."

It has been thus far the ungracious task of the Minister of Finance, to
question in several important respects the Report of the Committee on
Commerce. He cannot but feel that it has made unwarranted allusions to,
and attacks upon the Government of Canada, and upon himself by name,
and he deeply regrets that the Committee should have thus weakened the
force of their final judgment in favor of the continuance and extension
of the Treaty. The undersigned now gladly turns to the consideration of
the advantages derived by both coantries from the Treaty, and hopes that
where both enjoy so much, neither may be led by the carping complaint#
of sectional irterests, to attempt its destruction. The following ofcial
summary will show, at a glance, the immense interests depending
on the Treaty, and will aiso prove how litile cause either country has for
real complaint.
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SbTKEMEYT showing the whole Trade in Imports and Exports between
Canada and the United States, during eleven years.

Imports from Exports from;
YEARs. United States, Canada to1

into Canada. United States.i
i

A mount of
the whole
Trade.

$
1851..........8,365,764 4

1852..... .. . 8,477,693 6

1853.........11 782,1441S

1854. ........ 15,533,096 8

1855... ... 20,828,676 16

1856 ....... 22,704,508 17

1857.....20,224,648 13

1858.......156 35".56 5 Il

1859486......17,592,916 13

1860........9 17,273029 1s

1861 .......... 21,069,388 1

,071,544

,284,520

,936,380

,649,000

.737,276

,979,7521

,206,436

,930,094

,922,514

,427,968 j
4,386,427

12,437,308

14,762,213

20,718,524

24,182,096

37,565,952

40,681,260

33,431,084

27,565,659

31,515,230

35,700,997

35,455,815

Epoch of the Rect.
procity Treaty.

If, to this staternent of the Internal Trade of Canada, be added the value
of American Fisheries in Canadian Waters, and also the Trade existing
between the Lower Provinces and the United States, thp result would
show the marvellous activity given to commerce by this measure of Free
Trade, and the extreme folly of all those who would needlessly seek to
distarb it.' Rather will the undersigned unite with the Cornrittee on
Commerce, and especially with the Chamber of Commerce of St. Paul,
in seeking to find means for the developement of the international
Trade. And entering upon the subject with a mutual desire te extend
the numher of articles for free admission, the undersigned feels every
confidence that much greater scope could be given to the Treaty, without
compromising on the one hand the Revenue interests of the United States,
or on the other the just claims to an equality in the Canadian Market,
which belongs both of right and of duty to Great Britain. The abolition
of the Coasting Laws of both Countries on their Inland waters, the free
purchase and sale of vessels, and the removal of all discrimination on the
score of nationality, the extension of the privilege in both Countries of
buying Foreign Goods in bond, or by return of drawback, the addition to
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the free lst of all Wooden Wares, Agrieultural Implements, Machinery,
Books, and many other articles peculiarly of American Manufacture, and the
assimilation of the Patent Laws, all these and many other topies
naturally offer themselves for consideration, and do not appear calculated
to cause any serious opposition.

The Committee and also the Chamber of Commerce of St. Paul have
not, however, made any practical suggestion, but have advocated the
adoption of a system on this Continent similar to that of the Zoll-Verein
in Germany.

The undersigned can have no hesitation in stating to your Excel-
lency, that in his opinion the project of an American Zoll-Verein, to which
the British Provinces should become parties, is one wholly inconsistent
with tbe maintenance of their conneetion with Great Britain, and also
opposed on its own nerits, to le interest of the people of these Provinces.
If requires no great foresight to perceive, that a Zoll-Verein means the
iniposilion of duties by the confederacy, on articles produced outside of
the confederation, coupled with Free Trade among its merrbers. In
other words, Canada would be required to tax British goods, while she
adrnitted those of the United States free, a state of things that could only
accompany a severarlce of all le ties of affection, nationality and
interest that now unite Canada to the Mother Country. It would also be
essentially against ihe interests of Canada-Great Britain is to a far
greater degree than the United States, the mark-et for Canadian produce,-
and commercial relations should therefore be extended with her, certainly
not interfered with. Besides in the consideration of the rate of duties to
be levied on inports, the United States, as being the more powerful
Country, would necessarily impose ber views upon the confederation, and
the result would be a Tariff not as now based upon the simple wants of
Canada, but upon those of a Country now engaged in a colossal war,
Vhich must for many years demand enormous contributions from the
people, among the means of obtaining which Customs dusts will certainly
rank as an important souce of revenue.

The Minister of Finance therefore respectfully reports that he cannot
recommend Your Excellency, to submit the project of a Zoll-Verein to the
favorable notice of lier Majesty's Government. But he considers that
there are many respects in which it would be found beneficial to extend
the operalion of the Reciprocity Treaty with the United States, and he
reeommends that the subject be brought before the Imperial Government
vith a view to such action hereafter, as may meet with Her Majesty's

approval.

A. T. GALT,
Minister of Finance.

Finance Departmeni,
Quebec, 17th March, 1862.



APPENDIX.

RECIPROCITY TREATY
BETWEEN TUIV

UNITED STATES AND GREAT BRITAIN,

IIER MAJESTT, THE QVEEN OF GREAT B rAIN, being equally desirous with the
GoVERNF'ENT OF THE UNITED STATFý'to avoid further misunderstauding between their res-
pective Subjects and Citizens, in regard to the extent of the right of Fishing on the Coasts Ur
British North America, secured To each by Article I. of a Convention between the United
States and Great Britain, signed at London on the 20th day of Octoher, 1818, and being also
desirous to regulate the Commerce and Navigation between their respective Territories and
People, and more especially between Her Majesty's Possessions in North America and the
United States in such manner as to render the same reciprocally beneficial and satisfactory,
have respectively named Plenipotentiaries to confer and agret thereupon, that is to say : Her
Majesty, the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, JAMEs, Earl of Elgin
and Kincardine, Lord Bruce, and Elgin, a Peer of the United Kingdom, Knight of the Most
Ancient and Most Noble Order of the Thistle, and Governor Generai in and over all ler
Britannic Majesty's Provinces on the Continent of North America, and in and over the lsland
of Prince Edward ;-and the President of the United States of America, WnL.A L. MÂRcT.
Secretary of State of the tnited.States, who, after having communicated to each other their
respective full Powers, found in good and due form, bave agreed upon the f-lowing Articles:

ARTICLE 1.

[t is agreed by the High Contracting Parties, that in addition to the liberty secured to
the United States fishermen by the above mentioned Convention of October 20, 1818, of taking,
curing, and drying fieh on certain Coasts of the British North American Colonies therein
defined, the inhabitants of the United States shall have in common with the subjects of Her
Britannic Majesty, the liberty to take flish of every kind, except shell fish on the eea-coasts and
shores, and in the baye, harbors, and creeks of Canada, New Brunswick, Nuva Scotia, Prince
Edward's Island, and of the several Iblands tiereunto adjacent, without being restricted te any
distance from the shore ; with permission to land upon the coasts and shores of those Colonies
and the Islands thereof, and also upon the Magdaein Islande for the purpose of drying their nets
and curing their fish : provided that in so doing, they do not interfere with the rights of private
property or British fishermen in the peaceable use of any part of the said coaut in their occupancy
for the same purpose.

It is understood that the above mentioned liberty applies solely to the ses fishery, and
that the salmon and shad fisheries, and all fisheries in rivers, and the mouths of rivers, are
hereby reserved exclusively for British fishermen.

And it is further agreed, that in order to prevent or settle any disputes as to the places
to which the reservation of exclusive right to British fishermea contained in this Article, and
that of fishermen of the United States contained in the next succeeding Article, apply, each of
the Iigh Contracting Parties, en the application of either to tht other, shall, within six months
thereafter, appoint a Commissioner. The said Commissioners before proceeding to any business,
shall make and subsecribe a solemn declaration that they will impartially and carefully examine
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and decide to the best of their judgment, and according to justice and equity, without fear, favor
or affection to their own country, upon ail such pices as are intended teobe reserved and ex-
cluded from the common liberty of fishing under this and the neit succeeding Article; and spch
declaration shall be entered on the record of their proceedings. The Commissioners shall name
some third person to act as an Arbitrafor or UEmpire in any case or cases, on which they may
themselves differ in opinion. If they should not be able to a grec upon the name of such third
person, they shall each name a person, and it shall be determined by lot which of the two
persons Ao named shall be the Arbitrator or Umpire in cases of difference or disagreement
between the Connissioners. The person sri to be chosen to be Arbitrator or Umpire shall,
before proceeding to act as such in any case, make and subscribe a solemn declaration in a formn
similar to that which shall already have been made and subscribed by the Commissioners, which
shall be entered on the record of their proccedings. In the esent of the death, absence, or
incapacity of cither of the Commxissioners or of the Arbitrator or Umpire, or of their or hlis
omitting, declining or ceasing to act as sudh Commissionor, Arbitrator, or Unpire, another and
different person shall be appointed or named as aforescid to act as such Commissioner, Arbitrator,.
or Umpire, in the place and stead of the person se origlnally appointed or named as aforesaid,
and shall make and subscribe such declaration as aforesaid.

Such Commnissioners shall proceed to examine the Coasts of the North American Pro-
rinces and of the United States emsabraced within the provisions of the first and second Articles
of this treaty, and shall designate the places reserved by the said Articles from the common right
of fishing therein.

The decision of the Commissioners and of the Arbitrator or Umpire shall be given in
writing in each case, and shall be signed by them respectively.

The liglh Contracting Parties 4ereby solemnly engage 4e consider the decision of the
Commissioners conjointly, or of the .bitrator or Umpire, as the case may be, as absolutely
ßnal and conclusive in each case decided upon by them or him, respectively.

ARTICLE IT.

It is agreed by the High Contracting Parties that British subjects shall have, in common
with the citizens of the United States, the liberty to take fish of every kind, except shell-tlsh,
on the Eastern sea coasts and shores of the United States, North of the 36th parallel of North
Latitude, and on the shores of the several Islands therunto adjacent, and in the bays, harbors,
and creeks of the said sea coasts and shores of the United States and of the said Islands, withont
being restricted to any distance from the shore, with permission to land upon the said coasta of
the Unitei States and of the Islands aforesaid, for the purpose of drying their nets and curing
their fis' : provided that in so doing they do not interfere with the rights of private property, or
with the fishermen of the United States in the peaceable use of any part of the said coasta in
their occupancy for the sane purpose.

It is understood that the above mentioned liberty applies solely te the su fishery, and
that salmson and shad fisheries, and all fisheries in rivers and mouths of rivers are hereby
reserved exclusively for fishermen of the United States.

ARTICLE III.

It is agrced, that the Articles enumserated in the Schedule hereunto annexed, being the
growth and produce of the aforesaid British Colonies or of the United States, shall be admitted
icto each Country respectively free f duty:

SCHEXDULE.

Grain, flour, and breadstuffs of aIl kinds.
Animals of all kinds.
Fresh smoked and saitedi meats.
COtton-wool, seeds and vegetables.
tUndried fruits, dried fruits.
Fish of all kinds.
Prodncts Of ish and of al other creatures living in the water.
Poultry, eggs.
Hidew fSr, skins or tails'undreseéd.



Stone or marble in its crude or unwrought state.

Slate.
Butter, cheese, tallow.

Lard, horns, manures.
Ores oftmetals of all kinds.

CoaL
Pitch, tar, turpentine, ashes.

Timber and lumber ofe ail kinds, round, hewed, sawed, unmanufactured in whole or iu part.

Firewood.
Plants, shrubs and trees.
Peits, wool.
Fish-oil.

Rice, broomcorn and bark.
Gypsum, ground or unground.
Hewn or wrought or unwrought burr or grindstones.

Dye-stuffs.
Flax, hemp, and tow unmanufactured.
Unmanufactured tobacco.

Rags.

ARTICLE IV.

It is agreed that the citizens and inhabitants of the United States shall have the right to
navigate the river St. Lawrence and the Canals in Canada, used as the means of communicating
betweexi the Great Lakes and the Atlantic Ocean, with their vesse!s, boats and crafts, as fully
and freely as the subjects of Her Britannie Majesty, subject only to the Eame tolls and other
assesments as now are or may hereafter be exacted of Her Majesty's said subjects, it being
understood however, that the British Government retains the right o suspending this privilege
on giving due notice thereof to the Government of the United States.

It is further agreed that if at any lime the British Government should exercise the said
reserved right, the Government of the United States shall have the riglit of suspending if it
think it, the operation of Article IlI of the present treaty in so far as the Province of Canada
is affected thereby, fer so long as the suspension of the free navigatior of the river St. Lawrence
or the Canals may continue.

It is further agreed that British subjects shall have the-right freely to navigate Lake
Michigan with their vssels, boats and crafts, so long as the privilege of navigating the river
St. Lawrence secured to American citizý,ns by the above clause of the presest Article shall
continue, and the Goverument of the United States further engages to urge upon the State
Governments to secure to the subjects of eter Britaunic Majesty, the use of the several Staté
Canals on terms of equality with the inhabitants of the United States.

And it is further agreed that no export duty or other duty shall be levied on lumber or
timber of any kind cut on that portion of the American territory in thie State of Maine, watered
by the river St. John and its tributaries and floated down that river to the sea, when the same
is shipped to the United States from the Province of New Brunswick.

ARTICLE V.

The present treaty shall take effect as eoon as the laws required to carry it into operation
shall have been passed by the Imperial Parliament of Great Britain and by the Provincial
Parliaments of those of the British North American Colonies *hich are affected by this trealy
on the one hand, and by the Congress of the United States on the other. Such assent havusg
been given, the treaty shall remain in force for ten years from the date at which itmay come
into operation, and further until the expiration of twelve months after either of the High
Contracting Parties shall gie notice to the other of its wish to terminate the same ; each
of the High Contracting Parties bein&at liber.ty. to give auch notice to the other at the end of
the said term of ten years, or at sny time afterwards.

It is clearly understood, however, that this stipulation is net intended to affect the re-
senvation made by Article IV. of the present treaty with regard to the right of temporarilY-
suspending the operation of Articles Ill. and IV. thereoft
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ARTICLE VI.

And it is hereby further agreed that the provisions and stipulations of the foregoing
Articles shall extend to the Island of Newfoundland, so far as they are applicable to that Colony.
But if the Imperial Parliament, the Provincial Parliament of Newfoundland, or the Congress of
the United States shall not embrace in their laws enacted for carrying this treaty into effect,
the Colony of Newfoundland, then thi8 Article shall be of no effect, but the omission to make
provision by law to give it effect, by either of the legislative bodies atresaid shal not in any
way impair the remaining Articles of this treaty.

ARTICLE VII.

The present treaty shall be duly ratified and the mutual exchange of ratifications shall
take place ïi Washington within six months from the date hereof, or earlier if possible.

lu faith whereof, We, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed this treaty and have
hereuvto affixed our Seals.

Done in triplicate, at Washington, the Fifth day of June, Anno Domini, one thousand
eight hundred and fifty-four.

(Signed) ELGIN & KINCARDINE,
.L. S.

W. L. MARCY,

Certified Copy,

L. OLIPHANT, Priv. Secy.

[COPY.J

WASHINGTON, February 24th, 1862.

My LORD,

I have the honor to transmit to your Excellency two copies of a
Memorial from the Chamber of Commerce of St. Paul, Minnesota, respecting
the Reciprocity Treaty ; and two copies of a Report of the Committee on
Commerce of the House of Representatives on the same Treaty.

I have, &c.,

(Signed), LYONS.

His EXCEL-LENCY,

VIsCOUNT MONCK.



MEMORIAL

OF THE

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. ST. PATJL, MINN.
REMONSTRATING

Against any action ai the present session of Congress suspending the treaty
between the United States and Great Britain of June 5, 1854, conmonly
known as the Reciprocity Treaty.

5ANUARy 27, 1862.-Referred to the Conimittee on Foreign Relations ; motion to print
referred to the Comrnittee on Printing.

JAnuARY 29, 1862.-Reported in favor of printing.

The renonstrance of James W. Taylor and others, of the St. Paul, Minne-
sota, Chamber of Commerce, against any action at ithe present session of
Congress suspending the treaty between the United States and Great
Britain of June 5, 1854, commonly known as the Canadian Reciprocity
Treaty, o proposing in any manner to impair te terms or obligations
thereof, unless such action is the result of a new negotiation and agree-
ment beltween the respective governments.

At a special meeting of the St. Paul Chamber of Commerce, held
at the roorns of the United States district court on the 17th instant, W. R.
Marshall, president, occtupied the chair, and S. K. Putnam- was appointed
secretary pro tem.

James W. Taylor presented the following memorial, which, on motion
of J. W. Cathcart, was adopted, and dirccted to be forwarded to the
Minnesota Congressional Delegation:

To the Senate and louse of Representatives of the Unitcd States of
America in Congress assembled :

The Chamber of Commerce of St. Paul, Minnesota, would respectfully
remonstrate against any action at the present session of Congress sus-
pending the treaty between the United States and Great Britain of June 5,
1854, commonly known as the Reciprocity Treaty, or proposing in any
inanner to impair the terms or obligations thereof, unless such action is the
result of a new negotiation and agreement between the respective govern-
ments.
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I. Your memorialists prefer to rest this remonstrance upon the single
consideration of national good faith-the scrupulous regard for treaty
obligations which the American government has always observed and will
continue to observe.

For this purpose we invite attention to the fifth article of the treaty,
which follows

ARTICLE 5. The present treaty shall take effect as soon as the laws
required to carry it into operation shall have been passed by the Imperial
Parliament of Great Britain, and by the Provincial Parliarents of thos of
the British North American Colonies which are affected by this treaty on
the one hand and by the Congress of the United States on the other. Such
assent having been given, the treaty shall remain in force for ten years
from the date at which it may come into operation, and further, until the
expiration of twelve months after either of the high contractiîng parties shall
give notice to the other of its wish to terminate the same ; each of the high
contracting parties being at liberty to give such notice to the other at the
end of said term of ten years, or at any time afterwards.

This treaty was promulgated by President Pierce on the 11lth of
September, 1854. The period from its date to promulgation, June 5 to
September 11, was occupied in the passage of laws to carry it into opera-
tion by the United States, England and the provinces interested. Under
a special article (article 6) the treaty did not become applicable to the
Island of Newfdundland until December 12, 1855.

From the date of President Pierce's proclamation, Septenber 11, 1854,
the period of ten years must therefore be computed, within which the
operation of the treaty is removed beyond the power of Congress. The life
and obligation of the treaty extends to September 11, 1864, and neither ofthe contractng parties is at liberty even to give notice of its termination
until after the "end of the said ten ycars." Twelvc months must also
elaps e before such notice can takc effect.

There is one exception, however, to this conclusion. By the first
ciaa of Article IV it was agreed "that the citizens and iihabitants of the
United States shail have the right to navigate the river St. Lawrence, andthe canals in Canada used as the means of communicating between thegreat lakes and the Atlantic Ocean, with their vessels, boats and c-afts, as
fully and freely as the subjects of Jier Britar'iic Majesty. * * h bein
understood, howrever, that the British goverrnment retains the right of sus-
pending this privilege on giving due notice thereof to the government of theUmited States."

Article IV then proceeds to provide that if at auy time the British
government shall suspend this freedom of navigation upon the St. Lawrence
river and the Canadian canals, the government of the United States maysuspend, as to Canada, the third article, which admits an enumerated list
of articles, the growth and produce of the colonies and the United States,into each country respectively, free of duty.
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Great Britain not having suspended the right of Americans in the
St. Lawrence and the Canadian canals, Congress has no power to eact
under this solitary exception to the permanent obligation of the treaty.

It is therefore submitted that, until September 11, 1864, and further
or beyond that date until the lapse of a subsequent notice of twelve
months (if the governmcnt desire to terminate the operation of the treaty),
the Congress and citizens of the United States will scrupulously observe
and ful'filthe obligations imposed« by article V. above cited, as well as all
the other provisions of the treaty in question.

Il. We venture the further statement that all parties to this treaty
have hitherto observed its stipulations in good faith. The Amerians
possess and enjoy their enlarged rights in the British fisheries of the north-
eastern coast, and the free navigation of the St. Lawrence; neither
goverument has interrupted the exchanges of the free list prescribed by the
third article-; while upon a subject purposely excluded from the provisions
of the treaty, namely, -the tariffs of the United States and the adjacent
provinces, in respect to articles of manufacture and foreign production,
there is no legitimate ground of complaint in any quarter. Prior to 1861,
the duties by the Canadian tariff were considerably enlarged after 1854;
but recently the American scale of duties has been advanced in a still
greater proportion. In both cases the changes have been enforced by
financial necessity, and do not conflict with the treaty of 1854.

1II. At the regular session of the American Congress, to be assembled
on the first Monday of December, 1864-almost three years from the
present tire-it wiil be in order to take measures which shall then appear
expedient in regard to our relations of revenue and commerce with the
British provinces on this continent. Within that period the discussions of
our future continental policy may be expected to suggest the terms of a
more defiaite and permanent treaty, avoiding former errors and omissions,
and which, as your memorialists hope and believe, vili be far more com-
prehensiîve and satisfactory than the negotiation of 1854. The closing
three years of the decade during which th.e existing treaty is irrevocable
wil probably disclose events bearing directily and inpressively upon the
question of international relations on our northern frontier. Some of these
we venture to anticipate.

1. Central British America, including an inhabitable area of 300,000
squar' miles, and extending north-west of Minnesota to the Rocky
Mountains, will probably be organized as a crown colony of England,
with the seat of government at Selkirk. There is good reason to believe
that a bill for this purpose will become an Act of Parliament at the session
now impending.

2. British Columbia, on the Pacific coast, having received a similar
organization in 1858, the establishment of the province of Central British
America will go far to realize the hope so gracefully expressed three years
since from tne throne of England: "That Her Majesty's Dominions in
North America may ultimately be peopled,.in an unbroken chain, from the
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Atlantic to the Pacifie, by a loyal and industrious population of subjects
of the British Crown."

3. Minnesota, with the co-operation of the Government at Washington>
has relied with confidence upon the probabiiity of such a colonization o
the fertile valleys which stretch beyond the international boundary, from
the lakes of Superior and Winnipeg, or the western limit of Canada, to
the Pacifie colony of British Columbia.. Our mails, our trains of regular
transportation, and our steam vessels on the Red River of the Nortl, are
already provided as important links of international communication from
Toronto to Si. Paul, and thence to Fort Garry. The projected railroads of
Minnesota, with extensive grants of land from Congrress in behalf of their
construction, harmonize in a north-western trend to the valleys of the Red
River of the North and the still more remote Saskatchawan. Our whole
commercial foture has been projected in concert with the victories of
peace, even more renowned than war, of which we still hope to witness
the achivement in north-west America, irrespective of the iimaginary line
of an international frontier.

4. Animated by these expectations, which the march of events has
hitherto justified, we invoke the "sober second thought' of the country
upon the subject of our continental policy. With the suppression of the
southern rebellion ; with dispassionate discussions by all the parties
interested ; with the happy accord of minds, like Cobden in England and
Chase in America, upon the best methods of revenue; and lastly, with the
lessons and suggestions of the next three years, a treaty, eminently
deserving the designation of a reciprocity treaty, wili probably be submitted
to the Congress.of 1864.

5. In conclusion, the chamber merely reiterate the uniforrm utterance
of the anthorities and citizens of Minnesota, when we anticipate an adjust-
ment of the relations of the United States and all the British provinces on
this continent, upon a basis of mutuai interest and good will. We do not
deny the expediency of a revision of existing stipulations-at a proper
time this community will insist upon a revision, but always in the
interest of further freedom, not additional restrictions, of commercial
intercourse. We expect to urge the territorial extension of a future reci-
procity trealy to Uie provinces north-west of Minnesota, and an enlargement
of its provisions to hie proportions of a Zoll-Verein or Customs Union.

With these impressions, the St. Paul Chamber of Commerce repeats
its invitation to the senators and representatives of the United States in
Congress assembled to review the stipulations of the treaty of June 5, 1854
and to avoid alil action inconsistent with the public faith. If, however,
with the scrupulous observance of international obligations, the Congress
can find or make a way in 1862 to the policy which your mrnemorialists
have assigned for the d;plomacy and legislation of 1864, the result will be
warmly welcorned by the people of Minnesota.



RECIPROCITY TREATY

WITH

GREAT BRITAIN.

FEBR7:ARY 5, IS62.---Ordered to be printed, and recommitted to the Committee on Commerce.

Mr. W.An, from the Committee on Commerce, made the following

REPORT.
The Conmittee on Commerce, to whom were referred the concurrent resolv-

lions ofthe legislature of the State of iVew York in relation to the treaty
between the Unitd States and Great Britain, cornmon/y known as the
"Reciprocity Treaty," report as follows:

The subject of our commercial relationîs with the British Provinces
and Possessions demands the most close investigation, not only as regards
the population and territory of these dominions, but also because the prin-
ciples and plans necessary to a mutually satisfactory solution of our exist-
ing difficulties with thern, may have an important influence on the future
policy of the United .States, and form the basis for a system of interchange
with other nations upon this continent.

The State of New York having a larger extent of co-terminus frontier
with the most populous portion of Canada-the most important of al] the
Provinces-than is possessed by any othter State in the Union, her people
would naturally bc the first tc reap the benefits of frec intercourse with
Canada, and the first to be injured by exclusive legislation on the part of
that Province. The subject being thus brought home to the people of New
York, the following Resolutions were duly passed )y the Legislature of
that State, and have been referred to this conimittec for consideration

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS of the Lcgislature of ihe State of New York
in relation to the treaty between tue United States and Great Britain,
commonly known as the Reciprocity Treaty.

Whereas, under the treaty made by ihe United States with Great Britain,
on behalf of the British North American Colonies, for the purpose of ex-
tending reciprocal commerce, neariv all the articles which Canada has
to sell are admitted into the United States frce of duty, while heavy
duties are now imposed upon many of those articles whieh the United
States have to sell with the intention of excludirng the United States from

3
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the Canadian markets, as avowed by the Ministor of Finance and other
gentlemen holding higiR official positions in Canada; and similar legisia-
tion with the same official avowal has been adopted by the imposition of
discriminating tolls and duties in favor of an isolating and exclusive
policy against our merchants and forwarders, meant and intending to
destroy the natural effects of the treaiy, and contrary to its spirit ; and
whereas we believe that free commercial intercourse between the
United States and the British North American Provinces and Possessions,
developing the natural, geographical, and other advantages of each, for
the good of all, is conducive to the present interest of cach, and is the
only proper basis of our intercourse for all time to come ; and whereas,
the President of the United States, in the first session of the thirty-sixth
Congress, caused to be submitted to the House of Representatives an offi-
cial report, setting forth the grv s inequality and injustice existing in our
present intercourse with Canada, subversive of the true intent of the
treaty, owing to the subsequent legislation of Canada ; and whereas the
first effects of a system of retaliation or reprisal would injure that portion
of Canada known as the Uipper Province, whose people have never failed
in their efforts to secure a permanent and just policy for their own country
and ourselves, in accordance with the desire officially expressed by Lord
Napier when British Minister at Washington, for the " confirmation and
expansion of free commercial relations between the United States and
British Provinces :" Therefore-

Resolved, That the senators and representatives in Congress for the
State of New York !re requested to tale such steps, either by the appoint-
ment of commissioners to confer with persons properly appointed on behalf
of Canada, or by such othier means as may seem -Most expedient, to protect
the interests of the United Siates from the said unequal and unjust system
of comnierce now existing, and to regulate the (ommerce and navigation
between " Her Majesty's possessions in North America and United States
in such manner as to render the same reciprocally beneficial and satisfac-
tory," as was intended and expressed by the treaty. And

Resolved, That the foregoing preanble and resolutions be transmitted
to our senators and representatives in Concgress, with a request that they
be presentetd to both hou.es thereof.

The chief points for consideration are the extent, population, position
and resources of tlie British North Arnerican Provinces and Possessions ;
the present so-called " Reciprocity Treaty ;" the existing condition of our
commercial and fiscal relations with Canada, and the line of policy most
conducive to the interest and welfare of both countries ; the tendercies of
modern inventions and civilization on the intercourse of nations, ineluding
the leading principles of the German Commercial Union or Zo!l- Verein, and
their applicability to the United States and the co-terminous or adjacent
British lProvinces and Possessions ; the mutual relations of Great Britain
and Canada, and the Colonies, so far as they affect the United States; and
a method of negotiation for the removal of existing difficulties.
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EXTENT, CHARACTER, REsOURCES, &c., OF THE BRITISH NORTH AMERICAN

PROVINCES AND POSSESSIONS, AND CLIMATE OF THE INTERIOR.

The great and practical value ofthe British North American Provinces
and Possessions is seldom appreciated. Stretching from the Atlantic to
the Pacifie Ocean, they contain an area of at least 3,478,380 square miles-
more than is owned by the United States, and not mueh less than the whole
of Europe, with its family of nations. No small portion of these British
territories consists of barren and inhospitable regions in the extreme north;
but, as a recompense, the arid plains extending through Texas, and thence
northward beyond the limits of the United States, are comparatively insigni-
ficant as they enter the Britsh Possessions, where the Rocky Mountains
are less elevated and have a' more narrow base. The isothernial line of
60° for summer rises on the interior plains of this continent as high as the
sixty-first parallel, its average position in Europe; and a favorable compari-
son nay also be traced for wincer and the other sessions ofthe year. Spring
opens almost simultaneously on the vast plains reachin.g from St. Paul's to
the Mackenzie river-a distance northerly of about 1,200 miles. Westward
from these regions-now scarcely inhabited, but of incalculable value in the
future-are countries of yet milder climate, on the Pacifie slope and in Van-
couver's island, whose relations to California are already important. On the
eastward, but yet far distant from other abodes of civilization, are the small
settlements enjoying the 7ich lands and pleasant elimate of the Red River
of ilie North, a streama capable of steamboat navigation for four luundred
miles.

It is asserted by those who add personal knowledge of the subject
to scientific investigation, hat hIe habitable but undeveloped area of the
British possessions westerly; from Lake Superior and Iludson's Bay, com-
prises suflicient territory to make twenty-five States, equal in size to Illinois.
Bold as this assertion is, it meets with confirmation in the isothermal charts
of Blodgett, the testincmy of Richardson, Simîpson, Maekenzie, the maps
publisbed by the Governient of Canada, and the recent explorations of
Professor Ilind, of Toronto.

North of a line drawn from the northern limit of Lake Superior to the
coast ai the southern limîit of Labrador exists a vast region, possessing in
its best parts a climate barely endunrable, and reaching into the Arctic
regions. This country, even more cold, desolate, and barren on the Atlantic
coast than in thel interior latitudes, becoming fir:-t known totravellers, bas
given character in public estimation to the whole north.

Another line, drawn fron the northern limit of Minnesota lo that of
Maine, includes nearly alil the inbabited portion of Canada, a Province
extending opposite the Territory of Dakota and States of Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York, Vermont, New
Hampshire, and Maine., possessing a climate identical withi ithat of our
northern States.

The "Maritime Provinces" on the Atlantic eoast incude New Bruns-
wick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward's Island, and Newfoundland. Geo-

3 *
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graphically they may be regarded as a north-easterly prolongation of the
New England system. Unitedly they include an area of at least 86,000
square miles, and are capable of supporting a larger population than that
at present existing in the United States or Great Britain, They are equal
in extent to the united territory of Flolland, Greece, Belgiuni, Portugal, and
Switzerland.

New Brunswick is 190 miles in length and 150 in breadth. Its inte-
rests are inseparably connected with those of the adjacent State of Maine.
It has an area of 22,000,000 acres, and a sea-cos t 400 miles in extent and
abounding in harbors. Its population some years ago numbered 210,000,
whose chief occupations are connected with ship-building, the fisheries,
and the timber trade. Commissioners appointed by the Government of
Great Britain affirm that it is impossible to speak too highly of its climate,
soi], and capabilities. Few countries are so well wooden and watered.
On its unreclaimed surface is an abundant stock of the finest timber ;
beneath are coal fields. The rivers, lakes, and sea coast abound with
fish.

Nova Scotia, a long peninsula, united to the American continent by
an isthmus only fifteen miles wide, is 280 miles in length. The nurnerous
indentations on its coast form harbors unsurpassed in any part of the world.
Including Cape Breton, it bas an area of 12,000,000 acres. Wheat, and
the usual cereals and fruits of the northern States, flourish in many parts of
it. Its population in 1851 was declared by the census to be 276,117.
Besides possessing productive fisheries and agricultural resources, it is
rich in mineral wealth, having bencath ils surface coal, iron, manganese,
gypsum, and gold.

The province of Prince Edward's Island is separated from New Bruns-
wick and Nova Scotia, by straits only nine miles in width. It is crescent-
shaped, 130 miles in length, and at ils broadest part is 34 miles wide. It
is a level region, of a more moderate temperature than that of Lower
Canada, and wcll adapted to agricultural purposes. Its population in
1848 was 62,678.

The Island of Newfoundland bas a se*a-coast 1,000 miles in extent.
It has an area of 23,040,000 acres, of which only a small portion is culti-
valed. Ils spring is late, ils summer short, but the frost of winter is less
severe than in many parts of our own northern States and Territories. It is
only 1,665 miles distant from Ireland. It.possesses a large trade with
various countries, including Spain, Portugal, Italy, the West Indies, and
the Brazils.

The chief wcalth of Newfoundland and of the Labrador coast is to be
found in.their extensive and inexhaustible fisheries, in which the other
Provinces also partake. The future products of these, when properly
developed by human :ngenuity and industry, defy human calculation.
The Gulf Stream is met near the shores of Newfoundland by a current
frorm the Polar basin, vast deposits are forned by the meeting of the opposing
waters, the great submarine islands known as "The Banks " are formed,.
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and the rich pastures created in Ireland by the warm and humid induences·
of the Gulf stream are compensated by the "rich sea-pastures of New-
foundland." The fishes of warm or tropical waters, inferior in quality
.and scarcely capable of preservation, cannot form an article of commerce
like those produced in inexhaustible quantities in these cold and shallow
seas. The abundance of these marine resources is unequalled in any
portion. of the globe.

Canada, rather a nation than a province, in any common acceptation
of the term, includes not less than 346,868 square miles of territory, inde-
pendently of its North-western Possessions not yet open for settlement. It
is three times as large as Great Britain and Ireland, and more than three
tirnes as large as Prussia. It.intervenes between the Great North-west and
the Maritime Provinces, and consists chiefly of a vast territorial projection
into the terr.itory of the United States, although it possesses a coast of nearly
1,000 miles on the river and gulf of the St. Lawrence, where fisheries of

.cod, herring, mackerel, and salmon are carried on successfully. Valuable
fisheries exist also in its lakes. It is rich in metallic ore and in the
resources of its forests. Large portions of its territory are peculiarly
favorable to the growth of wheat, barley, and the other cereals of the north.
During the life of the present generation, or the last quarter of a century,
its population lias increased more than four-fold, or from 582,000 to
2,500,000.

The population of all the provinces may be fairly estimated as number-
ing 3,500,000. Many of the inhabitants are of French extraction, and a
few German. settlements exist; but two-thirds of the people of the
provinces owe their origin either to the United States or to the British
islands, whose language we speak, and who "people the world with men
-industrious and free."

NATURAL CHARACTERISTICs OF NORTHERN NATIONS, AND THE NECEsSARY

PRINCIPLE OF OUR POLICY.

The climate and soil of these Provinces and Possessions, seemingly
less indulgent than those of tropical regions, are precisely those by which
the skill, energy, and virtues of thc human race are best developed.
Nature there demands thought and labor from man, as conditions of his
existence, but yields abundant rewards to wvise industry. Those causes
which, in our age of the world, determine the wealth of nations are those
which render m an most active ; and it cannot be too often or too closely
remembered in discussing subjects so vast as these, where the human
mind may be misled if it attempts to comprelhend them irn their boundless
variety of detail, that sure and safe guides in the application of political
economy, and to our own prosperity, are to be found in the simple
principles of morality and justice, becanse they alone are true alike in
minute and great affairs, at all times and in every place. They imply
freedom for ourselves, and those.rules of fraternity or equality which
enjoin us to regard our neighbors as ourselves. We can trust in no other
:poliey.
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PRINCIPLE 0F RECIPROCITY-ITS NECESSITY FOR THE BRITISH POSSESSIONs,

AND APPROVAL BY AMERICAN STATEsMEN.

While free access to the markets of the United States is mutually
valuable to the maritime provinces and ourselves, by far the most extensive
portion of the British possessions is behind the territory of the United
States, and, under an unwise and illeberal system, would be debarred
from direct communication with the Atlantic Ocean and those southern
regions whence it must always derive many daily necessaries of civilized
life in exchange for the products of its own northern industry.. Let us not
inquire curiously which of the two would render the most useful service
to the other under a just system and perfect development of actual
reciprocity. The various parts of the American continent, like those of
the human body, are wonderfully adapted to each other. The different
portions of the continent do not profitably admit of any commercial
separation, and the principle of unrestricted commercial intercourse with
the British North American Possessions has been approved alike by the
free traders and protectionists at all periods of our national existence.

DATE OF TME TREATY, AND POLICY ADVISED BY AGENTS OF THE UNITED

STATES TREASURY.

With the intention of establishing a system thus mutually advantageous,
a treaty was made in 1854 by the United States with Great Britain on
behalf of the'Provinces of Canada, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince
Edward's Island and Newfoundland.

Various representations having been made as to the unfriendly,
adverse, or restrictive legislation of Canada, the Hon. I. T. Hatch, of the
State of New York, and James W. Taylor, of Minnesota, were appointed
as agents of the Treasury Departnent of the United States to inquire into,
the operations of the reciprocity treaty. They reported the results of their·
investigations in 1860. Minor differences of opinion exist between the
two commissioners, but they fully agree as to the ultimate object of our
national policy towaras the Provinces, that of unrestricted commercial:
intercourse.

COMPREHENSIVYE STATEMENT BY ION. I. T. HATCH.

Mr. Hatch briefly sketches the chief causes of the uniformity of opinion:
among all political parties in this Country, at all times, by the following.
comprehensive statement:

" The territory of the Provinces in indented with our own along a line
extending across the continent from ocean to ocean. The wages of labor
(the great modern test of one phase of national equality) ý ee nearly equal
in both Countries. The cost in the production of wheat other cereals-
differs but litile on both sides of the boundary line. Shown thus to be
apparently commercially alike by these leading considerations, and minor
parallels confirming the similitude, it it is not singular that at various periods
of our national existence the idea of reciprocity in trade between the two
countries has received the favorable regard of eminent men."
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DECIDED OPINION oF Mr. VAN BUREN.

"The policy of the United States," wrote Mr. Van Buren, referring
especially to the North American Colonies, to M4r. McLean, who was then
our minister at the Court of St. James, in 1829, during the Presidency of
General Jackson, " in relation to their commercial intercourse with other
nations, is founded on principles of perfect equality and reciprocity. By
the adoption of these principles they have endeavored to relieve themselves
from the discussions, discontents, and embarrassments inseparable from
the imposition of burdensome discriminations. These principles were
avowed while they were yet struggling for their independence ; are
recorded in their first treaty, and have been adhered to with the most
scruprious fidelity."

MUTUAL ADVANTAGES OF A HOME MAREET.

The consideration whic, have led many American statesmen to
advocate aI" protective" systemn, and establish "home markets," dictate
the adoption of unrestricted intercourse with the provinces. A " home
market " is the market nearest home, and this is furnished by our respec-
tive possessions to each other at ev.ery point of our neighboring or
co-terminous territory.

ADVANTAGES OF A CONTINENTAL OR AMERICAN POLICY APPRECIATED BY

BOTH POLITICAL PARTIES.

The recent increase of facilities for communications by cansals, railroads,
bridge,, steamboats, and telegraphs, assisting the transfer of merchandise,
the txavel of passengers, and the free interchange of thought between the
Uaited States and the British provinces, add to this policy a value which
we cannot estimate too highly, and of which we cannot foresee the future
greatness, Long before these additional considerations pressed upon public
attention and brought home a knowledge of our true continental policy to
almost every inhabitant of our vast northem frontier, by the common
experience of his daily life, the exceptional character of our natural
relations with the provinces bad been duly observed by those American
statesmen who have advocated a protective policy.

OPINIONS AND TESTIMONY OF HRENRY CLAY.

Among the foremost advocates of tbis system was Mr. Clay, who, in his
letter dated October 11, 1826, to Mr. Vat? '"an, alike expressed his own
convictions and added his valuable test? ny to the uniformity of opinion
among American statesmen in his time, and of the policy by which this
government bas always beenguided. He said in his letter to Mr. Vaughan,
dated October 11, 1826, "the government of the United States has always
been anxious that the trade between them and the British colonies should
be plced on a liberal and equitable basis. There bas not been a moment
since the adoption of the present Constitution when they have not been
willing to apply to it principles of fair reciprocity and equal competition."
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UNANIMITY OF THE ÂGENTS APPOINTED BY TE£ TEASURY OF TUE TNITED

STATEs.

Mr. Hatch maintains" that no commercial arrangement can be perman-
ently advantageous to one party without being so to both ; that the basis of
virtual, if not of literal, reciprocity is the only solid ground·of international
relations ; and that the increased prosperity of one of the family of nations
only offers au enlarged market for the -industry and an expanded field for
the commerce of every other," and that with reciprocal freetrade we should
present to the world the "sublime example of two contiguous nations
abandoning suspicion of injury from each other, and practising in their
intercourse the best principles professed in modern civilization."

To these opinions Mr. Taylor gives a hearty assent, quoting, in his sup-
port, the opinions of various eminent statesmen. He presents to the consi-
deration of the government of the United States the removal of all restrictions
upon the commerce of these kindred communities, and brings forward a
suggestion whichb as long engaged the attention of many intelligent men on
both sides of the frontier-to extend the principle of reciprocity to manu-
factures as it now exists in raw or unmanufactured products, and "establish
an American Zoil-Vercin, each country adopting the palicy ofunlimitedfree
trade wit the other."

-COMPLETE RECIPROCITY RECOMMENDED BY THE C4NADIAN PARLIAMENTARY

cOmMITTEE ix 1858.

The same plan has, on more than one occasion, received the sanction of
the Canadian parliamentary committee on commerce. In 1858, taking
cognizance also of the restrictions checking the mutual intercourse of the
different provinces which have been aptly termed "countries foreign to each
other without diplomatic relations," the same committee advised the re-
moval of all duties on the productions of the British Possessions in America,
so that " precisely the same principle as exists in the intercourse between
the different States of the American Union may be established in these
colonies," and also that "Ithe principle of reciprocity witlh the United States
may be extended to manufactures, the registration of Canadian and United
States built vessels, and to the -shipping and coasting trade, in the same
manner as to the productions of the soil."

In the Canadian parliament a desire has frequently been expressed to do
away wiîth the four or five currencies and the four or five different tarif.3
now existing in the Provinces, and to remove obstacles to trade with the
United States, thereby miîtigating many evils which are injurions to the
national interests of the Provinces, and tend to dwarf the minds and pat-
riotism of their people. It will be impossible to say how far these opinions
prevail in Canada, until some more efficient indication on our part bas been
given of a desire ta reciprocate this policy fully and cordially, and to liberate
the people on both sides from the present oppressive restrictions. The market
to be created by free access to our citizens for all the products of Canadian
industry is duly appreciated by many influential men in ali parts of the
Province. In Upper Canada the chief journals of both political parties are
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alike in favor of a liberal .sysfem of commerce with the United States,
although many inequalities and much· injustice towards this country now
exist in consequence of the adverse and restrictive policy of Canada, adopted
since the date of the treaty. .,

FORMER REVENUE ON ARTICLES MADE FREE BY THE TREATY.

The amount contributed to our revenue by taxes on Canadian pro-
ducts on articles rendered free by the treaty was, during the previous
year, nearly $1,300,000, while the amount contribùted to the Cana-
dian revenue. on the corresponding articles was less than $200,000.*

VALUE OF CANADIAN PRODUcT2IONS INCREASED TWENTY PER CENT. BY ,TRE
TREATY.

Here the special operation of the laws of political economy is
worthy of note. Superficially, it is said that the markets of Europe regu-
late for agricultural productions the markets of this continent, and that the
duty remitted on Canadian products was a saving to the pockets of our
people; but the products of Canada and our relative position and re-
quirements are such that the United States possess, to some extent, a
monopoly of the Canadian market as purchasers of the products of the
field. For cattle, sheep, swine, the coarse grains, and certain kinds of
lumber, we constitute for Canada the only market worthy of naming; and
the wheat of Canada, frorm its peculiar adaptation to our uses, was largely
sold to us before the treaty. of the large amount of wheat received at
Toronto, the metropolis of Upper Canada, in 1859-the last year of which
ve possess any authentic statistics on the subject, which have been
published-only two per cent. were sent vid the St. Lawrence ; the rest
having been received at Oswego and other American ports; † and that the
duties (of 20 per cent) weLe, in effect, paid by the Canadians prior to the
treaty is incontrovertibly established by the report of the select committee
on commerce, appointed by the legislative assembly of Canada in 1858,
testifying that the effect of the repeatl of discriminating duties on gram
imported into Great Britain was ' to depreciate the value of all articles
grown or produced in Canada 20 per cent, under the value of like articles
grown or produced in the United States, and this difference in value con-
tinued up to the year 1854, (the year of the treaty,) a period of nearly nine
years.

RIGHT OF THE UNITED STATES TO A JUST RECIPROCITY.

The "reciprocity treaty" is thus shown to have been productive of
extraordinary advantage to Canadian industry, which is chiefly employed
in agricultural pursuits. From Canada, as from the newer States of this
Union, the chief articles of export are raw products; but a considerable
share of the exports naturally made from the United States to Canada

* As nearly as can be ascertained.-See report of Canadian Commissioner of Customs.
† See report of Canadian Commissioners of Public Works, page 7.
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consists of the products of manufacturing inaustry; and it does not admit
of any doubt or question that commercial reciprocity, apart from the con-
fusion arising from a conventional and technical construction of the
words-actual reciprocity of commerce between the two countries-implies
a free and fair exchange on equal terms of all the products of labor in
both. In admitting Canada to the commercial advantages she would
enjoy if she were a State of this Union, we have a right to expect from
ber in return the same commercial privileges which each State of the
Union confers upon the others.

CANADIAN MINISTER OF FINANcE OFFICIALLY AVOWS A POLICY ADVERSE
TO RECIPROCITY WITH THE UNITED STATES.

*It was indeed expected, when the treaty was made, that Canada
would continue to impose moderate duties upon American manufac-
tures ; but if at that time she had announced a determination to enact laws
especially discriminating against all forms of our industry, except those
which are nominated in the bond, the benefits we have -conferred upon
ter would never have been granted, nor can she expect their continuance
bevnd the time required by the treaty. Yet this tendency and intention
to isolate herself and exclude us, except so far as we may be purchasers
of her products, was not only commonly proclaimed by a large party in
the Province, but was officially avowed by the Canadian Minister of Fi-
nance,* and various alterations have been made in the method of levying
duties on merchandise of foreign origin for the avowed purpose of checking
the trade of New-York and Boston.

CANADIAN TAXATION OF AMERICAN PRODUCTIONS IN CONTRAST.

The statisties of the Canadian government show that for the first
three years after the treaty Canada taxed forty-five times as large an
amount of American productions as the United States taxed of Canadian
productions. Since that time our exports of manufactures to Canada
have diminished. Having deducted from the importations from Canada
into this country the articles of iron, hardware, and salt, as they are not
produced for exportation in Canada in appreciable quantities, but are
evidently of foreign origin, the following is a tabular statement for each
fiscal year since the treaty went into full effect to January 1, 1861

1856. 1857. 1858. 1859. 1860.

Products of the United States on
re fdutywasd a wCaada. $7,981,284 $6,203,320 $4,524,503 $4,197,316 $4,425,001

was paid in the United States. 136,370 16086 119,358 173,478 174,259

Value ofAmerican products charged-
with duty in Canada above that of
Canadian products charged with
duty in the United State. 7,844,914 6,043,234 4,405,145 4,023,838 4,250,742

* See report, May 1, 1860, pp. 34, 36, and elsewhere.
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THE UNITED STATEs TAI OANADIAN PRODUCTIONS ONLY $40,OO0, WHILE

AItRICAN PRODUCTIONS ARE TAXED $1,000,000, ANNUALLY IN CANADA.

While we have levied annually since the treaty only about $40,000
on Canadian productions,* the average amount of duties levied on Ame-
rican productions in Canada bas been more than $1,000,000 annually.

If the policy of the United States towards Canada had been founded
upon the theory of free imports only, our objections to this state of things
would have no-weight, but as our intention was to act upon the principle
of reciprocity in the common sense of the term, the giving and receiving of
equivalents on each side, any intentional adoption of the spirit of isolation
or exclusion on either side, is a departure from that system of mutual
liberality and profit whioh the treaty was intended to inaugurate.

INTENTIONS FORMERLY EXPRESSED IN CANADA.

In those diplomatie positions where official changes are frequent, and
where those who are the chief agents in important negotiations are
frequently removed to distant spheres of labor, verbal understandings are
readily forgotten ; but when delay occurred in the negotiations leading to
this treaty, Canada, through the British Minister at Washington, empha-
tically declared Ilthe disappointment was the greater, inasmuch as the Cana-
dian government has always adopted the most liberal commercial policy with
respect to the United States, as well in regard to the transit through its
canals as in regard to the admission of manufactured goods coming from
this country," and alleged, u n the official authority of the Canadian
government, .that if the naturai products of Canada should be admitted
duty free, that government would be willing to carry out still further the
same liberal commercial policy already pursued 'zowards the manufactures
of the United States, adding that, in the event of our refusal, "I the Canadian
goverument and legislatures are likely forthwith to take certain measures
which, both in thenselves and their consequences, will effect a con-
siderable change in the commercial intercourse between the Canadas and
the United States."

NATURAL EXCIANGES OF CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES.

Canada is in many respects like our new north-western country, her
farms and forests yielding a great variety of products, which under a fair
system of reciprocity would be exchanged for articles manufactured in the
eastern and older States. So different are the relative circumstances of
the two countries, that, under the moderate Canadian tariff in operation
when the treaty was made, we exported to Canada manufactures to the
value of nearly eight millions of dollars in one year, while the manufactures
of Canada sold to us have never exceeded about one hundred and fifty
thousand dollars in value, so far as they can be ascertained. The free

SThe foregoing table is too favorable to Canada, and includes many articles evidently not of
Canadian origin.
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admission of the products of Canada is injurious to our farming and
lumbering interests, while our manufacturers shippers and merchants are
attacked by the unjust and restrictive laws ofJthat province.

WNFAIR SYSTEM OF CANADIAN TOLLs IscRIMINATING AGAINST TE UNITED
STATES.

Under the stipulations of the treaty Canada granted the use of her
-canals to American vessels on the same terms as those enjoyed by British
vessels. The Welland canal, connecting ·Lakes Erie and Ontario, is
«extensively used by American shipping. Under an enactment of 1860, if
vessels and goods baving paid toI1 on the Welland canal entered the St.
Lawrence canals or any Canadian port, all except ten per cent. of the
Welland charges is refunded; thus creating a discrimination of ninety per
cent. against vessels going to American ports, besides a free passage
through the canals of the Galops, Point Iroquois, Rapid Flat, Favian's
Point, Cornwall, Beauhamois and Lachine-a discrimination against the
forwarders and millers of Rochester, Oswego and Ogdensburg, the carrying
systems of New York, andthe shippers and merchants of that port. In the
same way, vessels from Canadian ports on Lake Ontario or the St. Lawrence
are charged only one-tenth of the Welland tolls exacted if they pass from
.American ports.

These enactments are evidently inconsistent with our just expectations.
Tbey clearly discriminate in favor of the route vid the St. Lawrence, and
-against the great carrying systems of the United States. By thus throwing
off a large amount of its revenue, and at the same time unnecessarily
assuming large debts already incurred by municipal incorporations. for a
similar purpose, the Canadian ·government bas iost all claim to the plea
frequently urged on its behalf, of financial necessity, as a reason for its
high tariffs on American manufactures.

TRE LATE GOTERNOR GENERALr 0F CANADA REPREsENNS DIsCRIMINATING
TOLLS AS A FREE TRADE MOVEMENT.

Although the policy of Canada in reference to ber canals is thus
plainly restrictive and adverse to American shipping and ports, Sir
Edmund Head, lately the governor of the province, in a despatch to the
Secretary of State for the Colonies of Great Britain, dated July 26, 1860,
represented these discri.minating rneasures, subversive of the intentions of
the treaty, as steps towards greater freedom of trade.

CANADIAN sYSTEM OF F'REE PORTS.

Canada is also deprived of the plea of insufficient revenue, the excuse
usually alleged oy the apologists for her adverse tariff, by having given
up the collection of customs duties in different parts of ber territory,
throughout ines of frontier extending for some thousands of miles, evidently
.to the injury of her revenue and our own,

* See report of J. D. Colfer, 1860, adopted by the Chamber of Commerce at Milwaukie.
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By proclamation dated November 30, 1860, and published in the Cana-
dian Gazette, it was officially declared, in pursuance of an Act of the pro-
vincial parliament, passed the previous session, that the harbour of Gaspé
Basin, in the gulf of the St. Lawrence and on the southern side of that
river, was constituted a free port, where goods, wares and merchandise of
every description may be imported, either for consamption or exportation,
without being liable to any duties of customs ; and the limits of this
port were practically extended so as to include so much of the promontory
on the southern side of the St. Lawrence as is eastward of a line formed
by and from the river Nouvelle, in the Bay of Chaleurs, to the head waters
of the river Chatte, and thence down that river to the river St. Lawrence-
a region which, measuring from its chief headlands, has a sea-coast of
about 220 miles; and the privileges thus conferred upon this section of
the district of Gaspé are also extended to the Magdalen Islands and the
Island of Anticosti, and also to the north shore of the river St. Lawrence,
from Point des Monts eastward to the eastern limits of Canada, on the
coast of Labrador, including an additional line of sea-coast of more than
five hundred miles,* rneasuring on the water from the chief headlands ;
the whole, following the line of indentations on the shore, presenting a
sea-coast of 1,200 or 1,500 miles, where goods from all parts of the world
can be brought free of customs' duties at the entrance to the river St.
Lawrence, and near the other British provinces and the United States.

. It is more important to the United States that by a similar procla-
mation another "free port " has been established, under the name of the
port of Sault St. Marie, so as to include practically not only that port itself
but also nearly the whole Canadian coast of Lakes Huron and Superior,
beginning at the point of intersection of the principal meridian line with
the wa.ters of Lake Huron, extending westerly and northerly along the
line of Canada to the westerly boundary of the Province, and including
the adjacent islands. Ali goods, wares and merchandize from any part of
the world can be bronght into this port, and thence exported or taken to
any part of a coast which, by land measurement, commencing from the
chief headlands, is not less than 400 miles, and including the islands is
more than 1,000 miles in extent. A wholesale merchant from the North-
western states or the region of the lakes may purchase goods in bond in
New York, convey them free of duty to Sault St. Marie and the territory
fiscally attached to that port, and thence ;muggile them into the United
States-a process by which the risk of insurance by responsible parties is
asserted to be no more than from five to ten per cent., according to the

nature of the commodities themselves.

Besides the injury which such a state of things must inflict upon the
revenue of the United States, and the great expense of maint.ining a
sufficient number of officers to check illegal traffic, injuries no less serious
will arise from the demoralizing influence of the vast army of smugglers

* The extent of these free ports has been carefully estimated.from maps published under the otficial
authority of the Canadian Government ; and it is intended, as no accurate measurelent can be given,
to give too low rather then too exaggerated a statement.
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which in a few years will thus be called into existence, and who, both by
day and night, will be engaged in a system of continual secret. warfare
against the laws of the United States.

FISCAL BREASONS FOR A CONTINENTAL SYsTEM.

A valid reason for a fiscal system, which should embrace the whole
American continent, is to be found in the extreme difficulty which nust
always attend the collection of revenue on both sides of any boundary in
the interior, and the comparative ease with, which smuggling on the
Atlantic coast can be prevented. An army.of functionaries, maintained at
vast expense, would be needed on both sides of our northern frontier, if
under a system of retaliation, aiming at injury to each other, each nation
should endeavour to promnote a system by which the revenue of the other
will be defrauded of its just dues.

DEBT OF CANADA CREATED IN EFFORTS TO DIVERT THE TRADE OF THE
UNITED STATES.

While it is to be regretted that the Canadian Government, having
thought proper to diminish its own revenue in various methods known to
be injurious to the revenue and commerce of the United States, should
also have relied for its own revenue chiefly upon a tariff avowedly adverse
to the interests of the United States, ahhough many other usual sources of
revenue remain untouched, the justice of this complaint becomes yet
more clear upon examination of the report intituled: "Canada, 1849 to
1859, by Hon. A. T. Galt, Finance Minister of Canada, 1860," showing
that the direct public debt of the province then amounted to £8,884,672, or
$43,001,812; all of which, except $107,796, was contracted by making
canals and railroads in Canada to compete with American interests, and
in fruitless but persistent efforts to divert the trade of the Western States
from the natural channels it had already formed.

OFFIC!AL AVOWAL OF DISCRIMINATING DUTIES AGAINST THE MERCHANTS
AND CARRIERS OF THE UNITED STATES.

Mr. Galt thus explains the change in the method of levying duties so
as to divert trade from the ports of the United States :

"By extending the ad valorem principle to all importations, and
thereby encouraging and developing the direct trade between Canada and
all foreigrn countries by sea, and so far benefitting shipping interests of
Great B. lain-an object which is partly attained through the duties being
taken upon the value in the market where last bought. The levy of specific
duties for several years had completely diverted the trade of Canada in
teas, sugar;, &c., to the American markets (our Atlantic cities), and had
destroyed a very valuable trade which formerly existed, from the St.
Lawrence to the Lower Provinces and West Indies. It was believed that
the competition of our canals and railroad systens, vid Portland, together
with the improvenents in the navigation of the Lower St. Lawrence,
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jnstified the belief that the supply of Canadian wants might be once more
made by sea, and the benefits of this commerce obtaàned for our own
merchants and forwarders. Under this conviction, it was determined by
the government to apply the principle of ad valorem duties."

SPECIAL EXEMPTIONS IN FAVOUR OF THE GRAND TRUNK RAILROAD.

lu persuance of this discriminating system, it was also provided (see
Consolidated Siatutes of Canada, chap. 17, sec. 24) that the governor of
Canada, by a departmental order, might discreminate in favor of particular
routes through the United States-a singular violation of the comity or
hospitality of the United States in extending unusual facilities not required
by any treaty for the transfer of goods on the Grand Trunk Railroad, Vid
Portland, into Canada.

VALUE OF THE ST. LAWRENCE HITHERTO.

During the debates in Congress on the subject of the treaty, great
stress was laid on the use of the St. Lawrewe. One honorable mermber,
expressing only the general expectation of many others, said:

" The free navigation of the St. Lawrence is only necessary to show
us, in the fall of every year, long lines of vessels seeking the Atlantic,
through Canada, laden with western produce, and in the spring making
their way back with foreign wares, and with the avails of profitable labor
for nearly half a year."

Hope seldom told a more fiattering tale than on this subject. Sixteen
hundred vessels, with an aggregate burden of 400,000 tons, were, so long
ago as 1856, employed on our northern "inland seas; " but from the date
of the treaty to 1860, a period of nearly six years, only forty American
vessels, with a burden of no more than 12,550 tons, passed seaward through
the St. Lawrence, and less than one half of them ever returned, while in
1857 alone no less than 109 British vessels cleared from Chicago alone, on
Lake Michigan-a privilege which they only enjoy by means of the treaty.

Renembering that the treaty had no practical effect until 1855, the
following table of the imports and exports into and from Canada, vid the
St. Lawrence, from 1853 to 1859, inclusive of those years, affords the best
data for an accurate comparison of the value of the St. Lawrence and
those routes throuah the United States through which free transit vas
granted to Canadian productions by the treaty. It is compiled from the
official returns published by the Canadian government.
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Comparative inports and exports into and from Canada, by way of the S.
Lawrence river, from 1853 to 1860, inclusive.

Goods in
Imports. transitu for Exports.

United States.

1853............... 68260 $1.047964 $15556594
1854,.........0.......21171735 495.326 14.709.621
1855....a........... 494.028 18.014 8.195.500
1856................15.319.361 13.4C2 11.817.137
1857..............i 14.561884 183789 13.756.786
1858... .... .0. 9.7 2916 9.727413
1859............. 11.472.46.314 8.983.773
18601,00000000.0......13-527.160 21.505 8-400.096

Since 1855, the first year Nvlien frccdom of import, export and iransit
through hie United States was curantcd to Canadla for ail lier raw produets,
her people, as is shown by the îoregoirig table, chiose routes throughi our
territory as most coaducive to their ,own intcrests ; and this diminution of
trade viâ the St. Lawrenceclias occurred when the aggregatc of flhe irnporis
and exports of Canada, frorn al sources togeri, blas cgreatly ifcie; sc-ýd.

The Il rcciprocity treaty"I rernoved rny irupedimeats to our use of
the St. Lawrcnce and the free use by tuie Canadians of huie routes throughyl
thie territory of thUi nited Sta-ctes.

In 1854, the year before ice trealy, the value of irnports by
the St. Lawrence w2as...........oto*........$21**7ube5

Valuie of exports ....... taaà0 R2, .0to90 ' . 0 501,ý372

Total valuie of trade........ be, 9 .............. a$3 36 7 3,12 8

In 185-5,thue ye',ar aftcr flhe trcaly, the~ value of inplorts 1)y iue
St. Lawrence dcreasedo......1$1.1,494,828

Exports (lecreiise(1Iob............................63,75,500

Total value of trade............. . .b

The (lecrease thus exhibiîtcd, so soon as flle routes and rmarkets of the
United States were operued, wvas $15,1203,600, and thle vhole -%as transferrcd
Io our carriers-ý, for il, Ile s-anie tirne flhe trade to the United Siates incrcased

$15,6 or fronuus.24,97 1.09604o 0827,72.9l4 these estmates no
not1ice is laken of Iîeavy difl'ential duties in Great Britain in favor of
colonial timrber sent by wily of the St. Law\rence, teadingy to increause huei
Qsh.'Iprnents by tlîatl route.

SWc find no statkics 'on his subject pre; joju,ýto 1IS-3.
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The ready access to New York at all limes of the year, alike from
southern and northern regions, making it a market for the products of all,
aives it insuperable advantagee over ports in the St. Lawrence, shut ont
from all connection with the south except by a route always circuitous,
and entirely closed by ice for .uearly half the year. Let us at least concur
in the belief that a system of free competition vill best solve the question,
and that the cheapest and safest route is the best for both countries.

TRADE OF CANADA W[TH THE UNITED STATES GREATER THAN WITH ALL

oTIER COUNTRIES TOGETHER.

The natural commercial relations of Canada and ·the neiglboring
States are so great th at they may justly be said to arise from geographical
necessities; conditions not indeed necessary to existence, but absolutely
necessry tothie futll development of the prospcrity of each country. They
are amply shown by the statistics of the Canadian governnent. Every
year since the trcaty, Io January 1, 1861, she has sold a larger ainount of
heproductions to us Ilian to all other countries together. The relative
value of our markeis to Canada is already increased by the removal, in
1860, of very important duties discriminating in favour of colod al timber in
the markets of Great Britain. Timber is a very large item in the exports of
Canada, and the eèct of the change in the English law must bc to increase
the sales to the United States.

S'ummary shewing an annual excess of exportations from Canada to the
United States, above those to all other countries together, from December,
31, 1854, to January 1, 1861.

Total exports
from Canada to Exports fron

Years. the United Canada to the
States, Great United States.

lBritain, and all;
otier countries.

1855........................- $--0 a1 $
1856......,............• ..--- t 320-7016 20--86-

857.......... . .••••27,006-•1•6•2•

1858 .... ...... . 23,472,609 13.373.138
1859..............3102378 13922314
1860.....,..........--.•••••.-. - .3-31-890 20698,398

Total exports...,......136898 97,955504
Total exports ta the United States..9 97,955,504

70,44740 3,7,3

Amount of exports frorn Canada to the
United States, above those to all other
countries together, for the last six years.t 70,413,474
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Althongh our importations into Canada.have been made under legis.
lative restrictions, they yet exceed those from all other countries together,
as is shown by the following table:

Summary showing an annual excess of importations into Canada fron the
United States, above those from all other countries logether, from
December 31, 1854, to January 1, 1861.

Imports into
Canada from the Imports into

Years. United States Canada from the
and all other United States.

countries.

1855.............................$368669 $20828676
1856..............................43584,387 22,704,509
1857...............................39430,597 20,224,650
1858...............................290857 1,3,6
1859..............................33,555,161 17,592,916
1860.............................. 34,447,935 17,273,029

Total imports....t................215,982,77G 114 59,34f
Imports from the United States.... 114,259,345

Irports form all other countries........ 101,723,431
Imiports from the United States abovel

those frora all other countries togcether,
for the last six years.......v.........12.535,914

NATURAL RESULTS OF THE TREATY AND ITS ABROGATION.

A great and mutually beneficial increase in our conmmerce with
Canada was the natural and primary resuit of the treaty Many causes of
irritation were rcmoved, and a large accession to ourtrade was acquired,
through the treaty with the MaLritinc Provinces.* Arguiments founded
upon the resulis of the treaty, as a whole, with the various Provinces, have
a valid and incontrovertible application against the unconditional and
complete abrogation of the treaty, so far as it refers to Provinces against
wiich no complaint is made. The isolated and disconnectcd condition of
the various governmients of these Provinces to each other, and the abseace
of their real responsibility to any common centre, are little understood.
No fault is found with the acts of Newfoundland, Prince Edward's Island,
Nova Sotiaa and New Brunswick. These separate Provinces and that cf
Canada have each a separate tariff and legislature, and neither of them is

* See Appendix Nos. I and 2.
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aceonntabletoor for any other. Anabrogatienof the trea$y, as awhole,
weuld therefore -be. a breaeh of g-ood faih toward& the other Provinces,
even if it were expedient to adopt such a course towards Canada, but no
advantages gained by the treaty withl the Maritime Provinces can be
admitted as offsets in favor of Canada. Each province made its own
bargain, and gave and received its.serarate equivalents.

EXPORTS AND IMPORTS BETWEE . CAN.%DA AND THE UNITED STATES.

The following presents a comparative view of all the imports and
exports to and from the United States and Canada from December 31,
1849, to January 1, 1861:

- 1850. 1851. 1852. 3853, 1854. 1855.

Imports into Canada.. $6,694,860 $8,365,765 $8,477,693 $11,782,147 $15,533,097 $20,828,676
Import into the United

States............4,951,159 4,071,544 6,284,521 8,936,382 8,649,002 16,737,27r

Ex'ess of imports-into
Canada..........1,643,701 4,294,221 2,193,172 2,845,765 6884,095 4,091.399

Other imports into U.
States t........ 982,083 845,833 ,251,632 1,789,073 1,769,880 3,265,013

Estimated excemsof 'im-
ports into Canada fron
the U. States above
Canadian imports intol
the United States. . 661,618 3,448,388 94150 1,056,692 5,114,215 826,385

1856. 1857. 1858. 1859. 1860.

Imports into Canada.. $22,704,509 $20,224,650 $15,635,565 $17,592,916 $17,273,029
Imports into the Uuited.

St ates.. ... ....... 17,979,753 13,206,436 11,930,094 13,922,314 18,427,98

Excess of imports into ,24 ,75,
Canada., . . . .. . . . 4,721,756 7ß182 3705,471 3,670,602

Other imports into U.
States †.,........ 2,23S,900 1,556,205 1,443,044 1,664,603 2,270,430

Estimated exces of irm-
ports into Canada frolll-
the United States above
Canadian importa into2
the United State . 2,485,S56 5,462,009 2,262,427 2,005,999 le,115,491

t These amounts are named in the statistics pubiished under the sanction of lte Canadian
government as returned not reported at inland porta in Canada,.and it may be inferred were chieily sent
.to the United States.

4*



The following table shows the imports and exports between Canada
and the United States of articles free under the treaty to January 1, 1861:

1855. 1856. 1857. 1858.

Imports into the United States froin Canada.... $16,476,093 $17 810,684 $17,S12,308 $11,514,364
Imports into Canada from the United 'S'tates. . . 7725,561 ,09,554 8,642,030 5,564,615

Excess of Imports free under the treaty in favori -
of Canada................... ..... ,750,532 9,9011,130 4,170,273 5,949,749

18,9. 1860. Totals.

Imports into the United States from Canada... . . $15,289,070 $20,365,829 $94,268,348
Imports into Canada fron ithe United States.0.. . 7,106,116 7,069,689 44,017,565

Excess of Imports free under the treaty in favori
of Canada..........................8,182,954 i 13,296,140 50,250,783

CONTINUED 1INCREASE IN CANADIAN TARIFFS SINCE THE TREATY, AND
THEIR INJURIOUS EFFEcT ON OUR NORTHERN FRONTIER.

During this unequal condition of trade few complaints were made
until the Canadian tariff of 1859 was enacted. Until that time, when a
tariff against American manufactures reached its maximum, Canada had
incrcased her tariff every year since the treaty, as will be seen by the
following sketch of the Canadian tariff from 1855, the year when the
treaty went into effect:

Articles. 1855. 1856. 1857. 1858. 1859.

per eenft.. Per cent.iPer cent. Per cent. Fer cent.
Molasses 16..........30
Sugar, refind....2826 40
Sugar, otber............27 20 21 30
Bocis and shoes....... 1 14 20 21 25
Harness .............. 17 20 21 25
Cotton goods...2.......
Iron goods.... 121 15 18 20
Silk goods.............12 13 1 17 20Wool good12 11 15 18 20

The duties- now le-vied in Canada on many of OU? manufactures-
such as boots and shoes, harness and saddlery, wearing apparel, &c,-



are a hundred per cent, heavier than in 1854, when the treaty was signed,
and on nearly all our other manufactures-such as woollens, cottons,
leather, hats, household furniture, hand-bills, glass, agricultural imple-
ments, edge tools, fire arms, carriages, nails, and other hardware, India
rubber goods, manufactures of brass, copper, lead, tin, &c., and almost all
our other manufactures-lt has been increased sixty-two and a half per
cent. The injury thus inflicted upon our people is avowed by the Hon. A.
T. Galt, the financial minister of Canada, to be "no subject of regret to
the Canadian government." The tariff of which Mr. Gait speaks with so
much complacency, extinguished the trade of our frontier cities with
Canada in their own manufactures. Many manufacturing establishments
on our side dismissed their workmen and were closcd, and many were
removed to Canada in order to avoid the payment of duty on their produc-
tions.

It can creawe no surprise that much indignation was excited, without
exception, in all those cities ou the Canadian frontier which are daily and
hourly witnesses of the one-,ided nature of our dealings with Canada in
tbe products .of American labor. Some parts of Buffalo, for instance, are
scarcely half a mile from the Canadian shore. Fort Porter, until lately
unoccupied on this side, and Fort Erie, in ruins on the other, attest the long
cessation of warlike aggres4-ion on both sides. But the natural benefits
of peace do not exist. Under the full operation of these causes Buffalo
would be the commercial and manufacturing metropolis of a large region
in Canada, reatly for the common good. With a view to this natural
advantage s e advocated the enaciment of this treaty. She expended
large surns of money on a railroad extending across Canada from Niagara
river to Lake Huron, and has been ready to assist in constructing a bridge
over the river. Many of her citizens, and those of Rochester also, have
been compelled by the Canadian tariffs to leave their homes and remove
their families to Canada. The daily and hourly view of a country close
to their own doors, and into which their manufactures and goods are
almost forbidden to enter, although the chief products of that country are
admitted free of duty, under the naine and disguise of "lreciprocity,': into
all ports of the United States, must be a cause of frequent irritaticu to the
citizens of Buffalo, and in the carly periods of this discussion such projects
of a retaliatory policy naturally arose as, from other points of view, seem
less likely than more moderate counsels to accomplish the desired object.

REMONSTRANCES FROM BOARDS OF TRADE IN CANADA WEST.

The origin of the tariff, tolls, and discriminating duties, of which the
people of our northern States complain, is not with their neighbors of the
Upper Province, who have always opposed this legislation, but with those
of the Lower Province, who have endeavored, in violation of the laws of
trade, to force the trade of Canada West and of the western States to
Montreal and Quebec, instead of allowing New York and Boston to com-
pete on equal terns with the ports on the St. Lawrence. As the chief
exports of Canada to the United States are made fromu the Upper Province,
to stop the importation of these productions into the United States would
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injure monst that section of Canada against which no complaint has been
made.

The chief cities oft Canada West, through their boards of trade, pre.
sented petitions against the objectionable tariff, of which the following is
an example:

"IYour petitioners are of opinion that se uncalled-for and unwise
a scheme is calculated to affect the existing pleatsant commercial rela-
tionship betwêen Canada and the United States in the working of the
reciprocity treaty, the grtat advantage of which to this province is
well known to your honorable house, inasrauch as the proposed pelicy of
the inspector general practically shuts the door to the admission into
Canada of the leading articles of commerce hitherto purchased in the great
markets of the United States, and forcing Upper Canada to import vid the
St. Lawrence, or otherwise pay an enormous increase of duty."

RETALIATION CONSIDERED.

Commercial retaliation is justified by the highest authorities and pre-
cedents, but only when it is the best course towards the desired end. It is
not always the shortest or safest road to our objects. As in a war of arms,
so also in a war of legislation, the influience of reason is diminished.
Passion and prejudice are excited, and, often, in pursuit of a temporary and
doubtful gratification, we commit lasting and incurable evils. It may turn
friends into enemies, and strengthen our opponents. As in the common
business of life, and in reference to con ficts of any kind, so also on this
occasion, some effort at negociation should be made before recourse is had
to hostilities. A friendly feeling assists negoeiation, and in this case more
than half the permanent value of victory is in the sentiment of concord, if
for no other reason than that moral fores have great maierial power.
Besides, there is difference of opinion among ourselves as to the justice of
retaliation, but from one end of our froniier to the other there is protically
no diference of opin*on as to the object to be gained for the mutual beneßt
of Canada and ourselves--a reciprocity of commerce not only in name but in
substance, giving neither party the vantage ground.*

LEGsLATION SHOULD PROMOTE SUBsTANTIAL RECEPROCITY.

The adoption of this policy on both sides would at once put an end to
many causes of expense and irritation. The material barriers which have
divided the people of the British provinces from those of the United States
have already been practically removed by the increase, of neighboring settle-
ments and the progress of modern methods of intercoutrse by means of stean
and electricity. In the power of these agents we have a guarantee for the
indestructibility of the bente3eent civilization we desire to establish ; and
from their agency, seconded and advanced in mutual alliance by the power
of the printing press, arises from one end of the northern frontier to the

* see report aDetroit Lar of Trade.



other an· universal knowledge of the advantages to be gained in both
counties by a removal of the legislative barriers to our commnercial:and
social intercourse with the Provinces, in pursuance of a settled poliey,based upon a just regard to their interests and rights. Let practical· legis-
lation secure the beneficent results of this wisdomh.

PREVALENT OPINIONS THROUGHOUT THE NORTHERN FRONTIER OF THE
UNITED STATES.

In Minnesota and Dakota, where a knowledge of the climate and fer-
tility of the British north-western Possessions prevails, a strong and uniform
feeling as to the·value of this commerce exists. At Milwaukie, the chamber
of commerce reported in favor of re-iprocity, but stated its inability to
discover any fair or equitable equivalents for the present advantages given
by us to Canada. Chicago, conscious that, by the interposition of the
great chain of lakes stretching northward fromn ber through seven degrees
of latitude, she is the "inevitable gateway to and from the British Posses-
sions in the north-west," and that, being within striking distance of the
navigable waters falling into the Gulf of Mexico, and having both railway
and water communication with it, she will collect within her storehouses
the products of every zone, as the great commercial metropolis between the
north and south, the east end west,* 4 demands even a much more libéral
reciprocity treaty." Detroit of which the neighboring region of Canada is
naturally a suburb or a part, finds that the sale of her manufactures and
goods of foreign origin is almost prohibited in Canada, while the winter
wheat and other products of her Siate meet ihose of Canada in eastern
markets free of duty. Her Board of Trade expressed its preference of a
cessation of intercourse with Canada to the present system, but is in favor
of a fair and equal reciprocity. Cleveland desires a complete and harmo-
rdous development of the resource of each country. Buffalo and Rochester
see, in their proximity' to the coal of Pennsylvania, and the absence of this
valuable mineral in the geological formations of Canada West, andin other
causes, an inexhaustible source of mutually profitable commerce between
themselves and Canada, but cannot deem that system reciprocally free
which admits the products of the Province free of duty, but closes Ame-
rican manufa'ctories and removes them to a foreign country. At Oswego,
the Board of Trade declared itself in favor of Zoll-Verein. Ogdensburg,
ever liberal towards Canada, finds itself, like the other frontier cities, per-
mitted to buy from, but prevented from selling to, that Province. The
interests of Maine, necessarily, from her geographical projection into the
territory of the Provinces, tend strongly towards commercial unity with the
Provinces. No Slate is more interested than Massachusetts, whose manu-
facturing industry would thus Fecome free throughout lthe entire north.
The conclusion at which the people of the frontier have thus unanimously
arrived has not been reached at any moment of passing excitement. It is
the deliberate opinion of practical men, whose daily interesis are involved
in the question, who perceive that the attainment of the objects at which
they aim may be retarded, but cannot be prevented, and who ask of the

Report of thé Bord of Trade at Chicago.
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statesmenaof their country to cast the sentiment of the frontier into a useful
and permanent form, by the removal of restrictive laws, and by opening
isuch channels of trade as, beginning at the frontier, will enrich the interior
of their various States, concentrating wealth and commerce at our seaports,
increasing our shipping, and adding materially to our national resources.

OUR MUTUAL INTEREsTS,

The British Possessions on this continent have a population nearly
equal in number to that of our Union at the time of its origin, and
nearly twice as large as that of the seven originally seceding States. Sprung
from the two great rival nations of the Old Word, their people so closely
resemble our own that they mingle with us unobserved, and almost wit hout
distinction, in our daily thoroughfares, wondering, it may be, why they
and their vast country, close to our own doors, *should have less impor-
tance, as may superficially appear, in the estimation of lie United States,
than has been awarded to the small and remote island of Japan and is
oriental inhabitants, on whom we have lavished large sums for luxurious
entertainments and costly embassies.

It is computed that Canada alone, if her past and present raie of :ncrease
is continued, will have twenty millions of inhabitanits at ihe end of this
present century, numerically exceeding the population of Great Britain
wihen this century began.

Adding our own territories to those of Great Britain on this continent,
we find that instead of discussing only the interests of a few frontier cities,
our attention is directed to the cornmmn lal relations of one-cighth of the
habitable surface of the world. There is no part of the globe where greater
natural advantages await the use of civilized man.

Such are the physical proportiorns of the subject, but the political ideas
and moral agencies which public opinion desires to apply to it are yet
more comprehensive, sublime, and perpetual. It seeks a unity " &not of
governments but of people." It desires to extend to the provinces and
ourselves the saine system ofmuitual and material benefits which has been
found so beneficial to the various States of this Union. Il is the system by
which the present enligtiened rules of England and France are endeavo-
ring to reverse the political estrangement of " those two great nations whose
conflicts have ofien shaken the world, by undoing for their purpose that
which their fore-fathers did for a different purpose, and pursuing, with
equal consistency, an end that is more beneficial."C

Tlhe Provinces may be said to be foreign countries, but each of them
is less distant fromi the United States than many of our own States are
from each otlier ; and while Providence bas thus made us neiglibors, and
by the indentai ions of our respective territories bas rendered mutual rights

* See ihe moenrable speech of Mr. Gladstione, chancellor of the British exchequer, February 10,
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of transit almost necessary to both, it has also given to us, as northern and
southern nations, so great a variety of climate and productions as to render
us capable of conferring upon each other such benefits as we cannot
estimate too highly. The timber, wheat, and other grains, water power
and fisheries of the Provinces, furnish abundant inaterial of beneficial
exchange for the corn, coÎtvn, tobacco, coffee, sugar, fruits, and mineral
wealth of the more southern portions of this continent.

With futll development of thiese material interests, social relations .and
the beneficial intercliange of ideas will increase. It was an object worthy
of Europeen s atesmen, and honorable to our common nature, to eclipse
the glories of fornier history by enleavoringI o substitute between France
and England the realities of peace and those true and miintual interests
which, when undercood1, are alwys found to be hannonions, for the me-
mories of false glory and " a poliey founded upon war, conquest, expen-
diture, and patronage." To us a wider and e "arer field is open on a
new -ontinent. We and the British provmees, young as nations, are coin-

p)araively mdmpeded by pety interests and hostile traditions. A policy
based upon lie best and surest foundation will grow wih our growth and
strcngtiien as we become strongrer. The trave'ler on our joint frontier lias
been accustomed to sec our torts in ri or without garisons. The
standing irmies of Europe are c-omu)ted to include more than 3,000,000 of
men, witidrawn permanaîently fromî productive pursnits. Less than 20,000
men have liiilierto suiieud for defence on both sidles of our frontier.

In the Old World the enornuts evils resiting froin the system of isola-
tion, althougi deplored b1y ail who deserve the nanme of statesmnen. have
been eontinued tlrough mututal ignorance and fear, forming a vast inter-
national 'aggregation of crimes whieh alil ivilized men abhor in detail and
arnong individils ; for war, when it is the habitual condition of mankind,
bequeathing legacies of hatred and revenge from one generation to another,
is not only denioralization and(l eath to multitudes of men, but brings with
il degradation, misery, and vice to women and children. It is adverse to
th:ose ciat and domestic ties by whliich all real civilization is connected.

If the treasure and lives of men wasted by mutual destruction in
Europe, since the discovery of Anierica, iad been spent in a wvar upon lite
wilderness we are (onsidering, instiad of a war upon mankind, many
olter new and pro-perous states would now have existed upon this conti-
nent. The annnal xpense of governnent in Great Ba itain alone, with a

'opuiion of nearlyi tih sae nunber as that of the United States, is more
tian tiren hundre< ind fiftv millions of dolhars. Tak ing onily one item
froin the vast European and Asiatic aggrgatte of milîiary expeitdture, and
applying it to a subject whieh has frequently engaged the attention of tlie
Anerican people, it Es coipnt-d, apotni medium estiiates, that th amount

now remnaining am the- national debt of Great Britain alone would sudice to
construct fiftv railroads fromt t ihe ii-s of t îe western States to the Pacific
ocean.

It is not utopian to believe tiat the world may be better g'overned
than it has been heretofore, or that nations, for the purposes of paceful
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policy, should avail themselves of the new discoveries and material agen-
cies known and useful to individuals in common daily life.

Free intercommunication and the great material interests of our conti-
nent are, under a wise guidance, the true medium for its government.
Instead of garrisons and armies, our policy should be to substitute those
mutual interests and quiet forces by means of which each individual, even
when lie seeks only his own personal welfare, is, perhaps unconciously,
subserving the great decrees of Providence.

THE ZOLL-VERFLN, OR GERMAN COMMERCIAL UNrON--IT8 )RIGIN, sUCCESS,
E-X<TENsION, CHARACTER, AND TENDENCIES.

By adopting the principles embodicd in the Zoll-Verein, or Prussian
confederacy of the German states, we and the British Possessions can obtain
all the commercial advantages of union without political enianglement,
leaving each country free to practise in its own self-government such rules
as its believs to be most in accorclance with the genius of its people, and
best adapted to promote its own interests.

The principle of the Zo!¿ Verein, To/l-Alliance, or Custom's Union, is
an uniformity among its component States as to IMPOTs, EXPORTS, and
TRANSIT.

It allows and encourages among its members as complete freedom of
communication and exchangce as -xists between difeerent counties of the
same State, or between different .' ates of the American Union, and com-
mends itself to the approbation of À.i who comprehend the spirit of the age.
Tt facilitates the collection of revenue, by collecting only on the frontier of
its confederated States. The payment of duties in one of the States is suffi-
eient to procure a free sale or transit in each cher, and the revenue was
originally divide. among its members in proportion to the number of their
respective inhabiants.

In the United K ingdom of Great Britain and Ireland the customs house
laws, which formerly separated Scotland and Ireland from England, have
been superseded by a general system of taxation applicable to the whole.
In France, local barriers have given way to a general syste m of taxation.
These two empires have now entered upon a system of legislation for their
mutual benefit ; but the ZolU-Verein itself arose in Germany.

The wrisdom of is founders is dernonstrated by the great test of time.
No material alteration has been rmade in the principles, or even in the
details, of the laws established at its origin. Many additional States have
volu±t!arily become nembers of its Union.

It began in 1818-forty-four years ago-when Prussia formed a com-
mercial union with a few minor States. The alliance arose from no host'lity
to other powers, but from a desire to get rîd of those obstacles to intercourse
which separate fiscal laws created among people whom natural feelings



and commercial interests would otherwise connect more intimately together..
The Prussian tariff of 1818 was adopted.

ln 1834 the experience of its benefits had given strength to its influ-
ence. Statesmen perceived that Prussia had, by her liberal policy, con-
ferred upon Germany advantages second only to those she had initiated
by the diffusion of education and întelligence. At that time the Zoll-Verein
Was joined by other states, and thenceforward included Prussia, Bavaria,
Saxony, Wurtemburg, the Grand Duchy of Baden, the Electorate aud also
the Grand Duchy of Hesse, and the Thuringian Association; representing,
in all, a population of 26,000,000. It was regarded by philosophic minds
throughout Europe as having brought many liberal and patriotie ideas out
of the realms of hope and fancy into those of positive and material interests.

The political consequences whicl must arise from it did not escape
the notice of its founders. They pursued no aggressive poliey, but could
not avoid the knowledge that it tended to lessen the hostility of differently
constituted governments, and that a powerful political alliance would arise
upon the basis of pecuniary interests and intimate social intercourse.

It cffected so great a saving in the collection of revenue that in thr.-e
years-from 1834 to 1836-the expenses of the fiscal establishinents were
reduced from $18,000,000 to $14,500,000. Advantages to all, ihis resuit
was cspecially beneficial to the smaller States, whose revenue service like
that of Canada, was spread along extensive frontiers, and absorbed a large
proportion of their incone.

Owing to increased prosperity, and the consequently increased con-
sumption of îax-paying articles, the revenue of Prussia rose from 18.8 silver
gros. per head in 1834, to 23.4 in 1838.

The saving in the expense of collection, the increased prosperity of
our people, and the additional demand for foreign goods consequent upon
it, would afford a basis for a friendly and satisfactory arrangement with
European powers, so far as they raight be affected by the adoption of a
policy which could not fail to be beneficial to the Provinces and the United
States.

The laws of the Zoli-Verein provide for the means of mutual investi-
gation, so as to insure accurate returns of revenue from each place of
collection. They contemplate the extension of its operations to other states,
and provide for retaliation where cômmercial restrictions adverse to it are
adopted.

Its influence has continued to spread more and more widely. On
September 7, 1851, a treaty was made with a rival association, called the
Stenverein, and consisting of Hanover, Oldenburg, and Brunswick, by
which, from the lst of January, 1854, both were ine ided in one revenue
system-the 741-Verei-thus extending its opertion to 36,000,000 of
Germans ; and a treaty for lirnited reciprocal trade has been made with
Austria, o last for twelve years from Febrnary 19, 1853. It is believed
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by many that this treaty will lead to the actual consolidation of the whole
Germanie race now existing in Europe.

REASONS FOR ADOPTING A SIMILAR SYSTEM.

At the present period of history, assuming that the popular sentiment
,of the Canadian people is monarchal, and not republican or democratic,
the benefits of reciprocal trade can only be enjoyed by the United States
and the British North American possessions under a system resembling
that of the Zoll-Verein. It might include other regulations necessary for
the freedom and convenience of our commercial and social intercourse,
such as a uniform system of light-houses, copyrights, postage, patents,
telegraphs, weights, measures and coinage.

Neither country is ready to adopt the plan of collecting a revenue
entirely by direct taxation. Duties on imports are at present necessary
for the government of each.

It is desirable that the principle of reciprocity should be extended to
manufactures as well as to the products of the field and forest ; but
to do this fairly there must be an uniformity of duties on the mate-
rials forning the component parts of the articles manufactured. If
of two manufactures, one purchases his material free of duty, and
the materials used by the other are subject to a high duty, there is
no equal competition. The same is true of every consideration affecting
the price of labor; hence an identity of tariffs is necessary.

The ease with which revenue can be collected on the Atlantic frontier,
and the difficulties which attend its collection in the interior of the
continent, and in the neighborhood of countries comnercially hostile, have
already been indicated.

Nor can the natural, geographical, and other advantages of our
respective countries, in their several parts, be developed upon a proper
continental plan, unless a system of free purchase and sale is extended
through all their parts, in reference to productions of foreign as well as of
domestic origin. There is a great difference between a bonded system
and a system of perfect freedoma, as to exports or imports. The annoyances,
vexations and delays necessarily attached to any bonded system are
often sufficient in this day of easy communication to turn away business
from ils natural and best centre. It is also to be remembered that hitherto
the Government of the United States bas not thought it expedient to refund
duties on the re-exportation of foreign merchandize in less quantities than
the original package, thus creating an obstacle, often armounting to
prohibition, to the jobbing and retailing of goods. This is felt every day on
our frontier, where it has caused ruin to some merchants and serious loss
to many others, while at the same time it injures those who, under a free
and natural system, would consult their interests by purchasing the
.commodities sold by these merchants.
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So far as can be ascertained, the whole amount of revenue collected
by the United States on the north-western lakes, from 1855 to 1859,.
inelusively, was less by $189,780 than the expense of collecting it.

A mere identity of tariffs would not suffice for the exigencies of the-
case. Philadelphia, New York, Boston and Portland would frequently
receive duties on articles consumed in Canada and the North-westeur
Possessions ; and Montreal and Quebec would frequently receive daties
on commodities used in the Western States. Thus the best port might
collect nearly all the duties, and the region i which it is situated would
have a large income derived from the goods consumed in other parts of the
continent.

To these British settlements of which the capital of Minnesota is the
general emporium for merchantable commodities of every description, this
commercial unity is the only system by whic& connection with Great
Britain can long be maintained. For the whole vast and yet almost
unoccupied expanse of the north-west, so far exceeding the present
Provinces in extent, fertility and the means of supporting human life, and
for Canada West, the Zoll-Verein would secure an uninterrupted access to
the southern and tropical regions of both American continents and -the
adjacent islands, affording markets for the products of their labor, and
contributing to their social and domestic comforts. It would give them in
their several regions a free choice between the Mississippi, the Hudson,
the St. Lawrence, and the various systems of artificial communication in
the valleys of these rivers. If compelled by the United States, as a barrier,
or by the laws of Lower Canada, to import froi Cuba to Toronto vid the
St. Lawrence, a distance must be traversed nearly three times as great
as if free transit were given and secured through the United States. The
increase of 20 per cent, in the value of the agricultural productions of
Canada would be continued, and those manufactures for which she is
naturally adapted would find a market increased by the addition of the.
population of the United States.

'AELATIONS OF GREAT BRITAIN AND THE NORTH AMERICAN COLONIES.

As the present so called "reciprocity treaty " was made between the
United States and Great Britain, and not with Canada, although it
received the approbation of the government of each Province before it
vent into effet in that province, the relations of Great Britain and Canada

require some consideration.

The progress of self-government in the British Colonies has advanced
until the control of Great Britain is little more than nominal. The ancient
theory of colonial possessions was that Great Britain should control their
trade and have the exclusive privilege of supplying them with manufactures,
in return for which she was expected to defend them by force of arms upon
any and every occasion of real or imaginary wrong. The most simple
principles of human intercourse were at variance with these doctrines.
The manufacture of the commonest articles was treated as a felony in one
at least of the former American Colonies of Great Britain ; but at the
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present time the British -merchant has--ot-any-ádvantage over those offoreign countries in the Colonies. ;The tax-payers of Great"Iritain yet
:furnish armies and-navies for the real or supposedIbenefit of the Colomes,
but receive no benefit in return.

In:accordance :withIthe Report of Lord Durhamn, Governor General of
the .Provinces, and a special comm-issioner appointed to enquire into theircondition soon after the rebellion of 18837-38, a system of graduai concession
began. In 1846 England- abandoned the old colonial system of trade ; the"corn laws " were repealed, and most of:the productions of Canada were
placed on the same footing-as those.of other countries. In the same year,
under Lord John Russell, the principle of colonial self-government was
fully admitted. It was a natural result of the withdrawal of special
privileges i favor of colonial products. In 1848 the differential duties in
the Colonies in favor of British goods were repealed, and in 1849 the
privilege of entirely controling her own trade and her own customs dues
waa:awarded to Canada. From that time the same duty was charged on
goods manufactured in Great Britain as on those manufactured in the
United:States.

When the preferential laws in the British markets in favor of colonial
produce were abolished, Canada blcame increasingly solicitous*for the
admission of her produets into the American markets, and the "reciprocity
treatyI" took effect la 1855.

-PROPOSALS OF THE BRITISH MINISTER, IN 1859, FOR FREE COMMERCIAL
RELATIONS BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE PROVINCES.

In 1859, when many complaints were made, representing the legis-
lation of Canada as adverse to the treaty, Lord Napier, then British
minister at Washington,-submitted proposals for the "confirmation and
expansion of free commercial relations between the United States and the
British Provinces.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE BRITJSHE AND COLONIAL GOVERNMENTS.

In the same year, on the 27th of August, the Canadian government
having urged a law imflicting certain disabilities on our shipping, the Dukeof Newcastle, Secretary of the Colonies, on behalf of the government ofGreat Britain, transmitted to the Colony an official despatch, of which thefollowing is part :

"ITl highest respect for colonial self-government in dcrnestic mattersis not inconsistent with the mle that commercial freedom cannot be main-tained by the imperial legislature, while systems~of exclusion, protection,
or retaliation are maintained, or rather recommended, by that of a portionof the empire. 1 trust that the- Canadian government and legislature willfully weigh the force.of these=reasons, and will acknowledge that (all dis-cussion on speculative truth in political.economy left aside) the advisers ofthe crown in this country.could do no less thanmaintain, as far as in themlies, unity of Iegislation on this .most important subject throughout Her
AMajety's dominions.
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"A arderincetecidisqllotinghe1&llwill be aceordingly forwarded
1o you by an early opportunity.

" Ihave, &c.,
"NEWCASTLE.

" Right Hon. Sir E. W. IID, &c.,.&c.,·&c."

·.The tendency of the tariff eiated by the Canadian-parliament in 1859
having been, as was admitted .by Mr. Galt, the financial minister of Canada,
" somewhat to interfere with the existing close commercial relations between
Western Canada and the United States," *and, as he also stated, to exclude
certain articles of American manufacture, "which could be no cause of
regret," and it being subversive of the spirit and intentions of the treaty
for reciprocity of trade between the United States and Canada, and likely
to produce suspicion as to the liberal commercial policy of Great Britain
in the minds of those who do not know how little control she exercises
over her Colonies, the course of the Canadian government excited much
attention. Its inconsistency with the avowed policy of the British empire
drew from the Colonial Secretary a remonstrance, on the same grounds as
those named in his despatch of Augnst 27, 1859. The nature of this des-
patch, and of the reply of the colonial government to it, were related by
the minister of finance in the Canadian parliament April 17, 1860. He
said:

"IThe Colonial Secretary took occasion to express views of rather a
strong character in reference to the measure to which I allude-the tariff-
and even went so for as to intimate that under certain circumstances,
although he did not absolutely state that they existed in regard to this
measure, the question of the right of the colonial legislature to decide
upon its own measures of taxation, might come before the imperial govern-
ment, and that Her Majesty might possibly be adviséd ta disallow acts of
this kind. (Hear! hear!) I will read a part of the answer the govern-
ment of this country thought it their duty to makB to these remarks.
(Hear!- hear!)

"'From expressions used by his grace in reference to the sanction of
the provincial customs act, it would appear that he had even entertained
the suggestions of its disallowance ; and though happily Her Majesty has
not been so advised, yet the question having been thus raised, and the
consequences of such a step, if ever adopted, being of the most serious
character, it becomes the duty of the provincial government distinctly to
state what they consider to be the position and rights of the Canadian
legislature. (Hear! hear!) Respect to the imperial government must
always dictate the desire to satisfy them that the policy of this country is
neither hastily nor unwisely formed, and that due regard is had to the
interest of the mother country as well as of the province. But the govern-
ment of Canada, acting for its legislature and people, cannot, through
those feelings of deference which they owe to the imperial authorities,in any

4 Se his letWtr te the Duke oftewcastleOcteber 25,1859.
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manner waive or diminishthe right of the people of Canada to decide for
themselves both as to the mode and extent.to which taxation shall be imposed.
The provincial ministry are at all times ready to afford explanations in
regard to the acts of the legislature to which they are a party, but, subject
to their duty and allegiance to Her. Majesty, their resposibility in all
general questions of policy must be to the provincial parliament, by whose
confidence they administer the affairs of the country. And in the impo-
sition of taxation it is so plainly necessary that the administration and the
people should be in accord that the former cannot admit responsibility or
require approval beyond that of the local legislature. Self-government
would be utterly annihilated if the views of the imperial government were
to be preferred to those of the people of Canada. It is therefore the duty
of the present governmient distinctly to affirrn the right of the Canadian
legislature to -adjust the taxation of the people in the way they deem best,
even if it should unfortunately happen o meet the disapproval of the imperial
ministry. Her Majesty cannot be advised to disallow such acts, unless
her advisers are prepared to assume the administration of the afrairs of the
colony irrespective of the views of its inhabitants.

"'The provincial government believes that bis grace must share their
own convictions on this important subject, but as serious evil would have
resulted had his grace taken a different course, it is wiser to prevent future
complication by distinctly stating the position that must be maintained by
every Canadian administration.' (Applause.)

"IThese, Mr. Chairman, are the views the government felt it their duty
to lay before the imperial authorities, (Hear!) and I am gratified to be able
to add that when these papers are read by members of the house, it will
be found that on the point ön which they objected to the tarif they have been
obliged to admit that we were in the right, and that any assumed inter-
ference with our rights and privileges is not for one moment to be enter-
tained." (Hear! hear!)

So far as can be ascertained, no further correspondence between the
government of Great Britain and the government of Canada as to the
restrictive and adverse policy of the Province bas been made public; but
some other questions having arisen on another subject, the governor
general of Canada, at the opening of the Canadian parliament in March,
1861, declared it was expedient for that assembly to "define by statutory
enactments of your own the nature and extent of the iaws and customs of
parliament, as they shall exist in Canada."

The intentions expressed in the words of the "reciprocity treaty"
made by the United States with Great Britain in 1854, were "to regalate
the commerce and navigation between Her Majesty's possessions in North
America and the United States in such manner as to render the same
reciprocally -beneficial and satisfactory." The financial minister of
Canada carried into practical effect a policy avowedly restrictive and
adverse to the interests of the United States. To these efforts the govern-
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ment of Great Britain, through the Duke of Newcastle, Secretary for the
Colonies, objected in terms of force unusual in diplomatie correspondence.
The reply of the Canadian government was a declaration of complete
self-control or independence in its financial affairs, and as regards its
commercial relations with the United States. It seems that Great Britain,
acquiescing in the principle of colonial self-government, made no further
public attempt to regulate the tarif of Canada, retaining only the power
to make treaties on behalf of the Provinces, while Canada assumes and
exercises a right to make laws in opposition to iheir spirit and intentions,
the enacimenis of the Canadian government being opposed to the develop-
ment of those. matual interests which on both sides of our vast and
co-terminous frontier contribute no little to the best system of national
defence, although it yet relies to a considerable extent for military protec-
tion upon the arns and expenditures of a power whose policy and wishes
it disregards.

NO BASIS OF SETTLEMENT HITHERTO OFFERED BY THE UNITED STATES.

The government of the United States has never yet presented to Great
Britain on behalf of the Provinces any basis or means of negotiation by
which the existing causes of complaint on both sides may be removed,
and a system established enabling the people to enjoy ail the reciprocal
advantages which they and their posterity must be c.apable of conferring
upon each other so long as the relative geographical position of their
respective territories remains unchanged, increasing the liberties and rights
of each, and strengthening the sense of honorable patriotism by demon-
strating its consistency with international good-will.

The Committee on Commerce believe, with the legislature ofthe
State of New York, that "free commercial intecourse between the United
States and the British Nor' h American Provinces and possessions, deve-
loping the natural, geographical, and other advantages of each for the
good of all, is conducive to the present interests of each, and is the proper
basis of our intercourse for all time to come."
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APPENDIX.

In No. 1 of the following tables the commerce of the United States witb
Canada and the other Provinces is shown distincily and apart, inasmuch
as no complaint is made againsi. the " Maritime Provinces." In No. 2 a
general view is given of the trade with all the Provinces together.

No. 1.

Table showing the exporis from ithe United States to Canada and the other
British North Americin Provinces, and the imports into the United
States fron the sone places from 1850 to 1859, inclusive.

Date. Provinces. Domesticx- f foreign Total. Imports.
ports. origin.

1850 Canada..........................$4.641,451 $Iq99370 5,930,821 54.22-%470
Other British North American provinces. 3,16,840 501,3743,618.214 1,358,992

1851 Canada........... ...... 5,535,32,0,306 7,929.140 4956,471
Other British North Amcerican provirees. 3,224,553 861230 4,085,7è3 1,736,6i1

185 Cnaa .. .. .. .4.04,963 2171294c)97 67100 4.589)9691852 Canada......................2 ,71706<
Other Britisl North Aerican provinces. .379956 152,30

1853 Canzada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4005512 3,823587 72909 5278116
Other Britivh North American provinces 3.398.5 1,92,468 5,311,543 2a72,602

1854 Canada.........................10,510,373 6,790.333 173006 t.,721,539
Oher British North Arnerican provinces. . 4,693,771 2,572,383 7,2665154 2,2062

1855 Canada..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 9,950,74 8764580 172.344 12.8234
Other British North Anerican provinces 5.55,878 3,229,748 9,085 676 2,954,420

1856 Canada . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 15194788 68,453 20,883241 17,488,197
Othe-r Britich North American provinces. 7,.54.909 626,194 6,146,108S 3.822,M24

1857 Canada... .................... 135517 1,574,95 296,834
Other British North American provines. . 911,405 776,382 7,637.587 3,832,462

1858 Canada. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .13,63,45 336,79 179,254 11581571
Oher British North American provines. . 5,975,494 66,979 6622,473 4,224,948

1859 Canada...... . . ....... 13,4393667 5,501,125 18,4<1,92 14,208,717

Lither B&ittsh North American provinces. .1 83299,980 83,422 9,21332 5,518,834

No.5 3 9

TRADE BETWEREN THE UNITED STATIi.tS AND THE B3RITISH PROVINCES.
,tatenent exhibiting te increase in the exports to, and the importes from

Canada and otlîer British possessions in Nürt/î Ame-icajrom thte 8Otl
day of .June, 1851, to t/te'Ist day of Jzdy, 1859.

Increase each soccesaive

Year endng-Expots.year over 1852.

Foreign.. Dornestie. Total. Exporta. I1 Importa.

June 30, 1852. $3%853,919 $6,655,097 $10,5O9,016 $6..110 299..............
1853& . 5,736,5i5 7,404.,067 13>140,642 7550,71$631,626 $1440419
1854. 9,362,76 15,204,144 24.566860 8,927,560 4,0257,0,844 2,,,41261
18. . 11j,999.,1478 15,806,642 27,8t6,020, 15,136,734 M7297,004 9,0O26,43.5

1856 3.39857..1912,9 8, 1-012

6,314,652 22,74,97 29,029,9349 21,310,421 52033 1
41326;M9 1.9,936,113 24,262,4,2 2124,296 133753,4G6 16,013,997

.4,012,768 19.638,959 23,6.51.7276,519 3142Y711 9,696,220
1859. 6,$622,473 17,029,.54 28,154,174 19,727,51 17,654,158 13,,252

62,28830 124,388,993 1181:120,270 116,94,098 97,057,142 67,811,706

13,439,667 5,501,125 __ ____
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